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Faculty- Questions Affirmative Action Of Search
Presidential Search Deadline Is Extended
by Patty Hooper and
Steven A. Elmendorf
The Headline for submitting
applications for the presidency of
the College has been extended to
April 1, according to Brent Harries,
Chairman of the Presidential
Search Committee.
Concern about the deadline had
been raised at an informal meeting
of the faculty on Monday,
February 23.
Also brought up in the faculty
meeting were questions regarding
whether the search for- the new

president has been in fact an
"Affirmative Action search" as
indicated in the advertisements
placed in the Chronicle for Higher
Education, the New York Times,
and the Washington Post.
Diane
Zannoni,
Assistant
Professor of Economics, explained
after the meeting that she
questioned whether advertisements
had been sent out to... women's
publications. Zannoni spoke to
people at the Higher Education
Resource Service (HERS) at the
beginning of Open Period and was
told that they had not received any
notipe from the College.-

-

An individual in attendance at
minorities do not read the New mentioned that being an Equal
Opportunity Employer means that
the faculty meeting noted that the York Times?"
Committee admitted that the
This response brought about a the Committee must ensure that
letters to the women's and black question from Professor of Physics there is no discrimination in the
publications had not been sent out Charles Miller regarding what the selection process.
at the same time- as the ad- Committee considered to be an
Marilyn Denny, Director of
vertisements going to the other affirmative action search, said Institutional Affairs and the
three publications.
Schultz.
College's Affirmative Action
Noreen Channels, Associate Officer, said that "to say you are
Charles B. Schultz, Associate
Professor of Psychology, inquired Professor of Sociology, explained an affirmative action employer, is
about the reasons why the that an Equal Qppportunity Em- to say you do something exCommittee had not advertised in ployer indicates that the College traordinary to seek put minority or
the black journals until later. will accept applications from women candidates."
Stuart Watson, one of the seven anyone, however when they
She also stated that it is "unclear
Trustees on the Committee commit themselves to being an whether or not Federal regulations'
responded, according to Schultz, Affirmative Action Employer, they (in reference to affirmative action)
by saying, "Are you suggesting that committ themselves to making are binding to the College, but that
added efforts to obtain applications we held ourselves out as being an
from women and minorities.
affirmative action employer in the
She felt that the College should advertisement."
have advertised the search more
Emily Sullivan, another Trustee
widely, noting that "there is more member of the Committee, said, "I
to affirmative action than merely have every expectation that the
getting applications." She "also
continued on page 3

Pomeroy, Sullivan
Triumph In Elections
Reardon ran unopposed and was
elected as an at-large representative.
Ted Hartsoe, Chairman of the
- A narrow defeat, a surprising upSGA Election Committee, reported
set, and ticket-splitting characthat student turnout was much imterized the recent re-elections held
proved over the last elections. In
by the Student Government
Association. Campus-wide elec-. all, 46.4 percent of the student body
tions for President and Vicevoted last week.
President were staged last Thursday
In an exclusive interview with
and Friday.
theTripod, Pomeroy admitted he
was "moderately" surprised by the
In the presidential race, the in"bittersweet victory." He had
cumbent, senior James Pomeroy
recognized the "good potential"
defeated his challenger, John
Leisenring, by the close vote of 375for ticket-splitting at the outset,
336. Pomeroy garnered 50.6 permoreover, and felt that the "need
cent of the vote, compared to
to bring in new blood" was one of
Leisenring's 45.3 percent.
the reasons for his running mate's
For the position of Vice- defeat.
President,
sophomore
Chris
In addition, Pomeroy stressed,
Sullivan out-polled Liz Carrigan,
that' 'ability is nfore important than;
the incumbent, 362 votes to 348.
philosophy." He believes that the
With this decision, the two tickets
outcome of this election "won't afin the SGA campaign, Pomeroyfect the strategy" of the goals of the
Carrigan and Leisenring-SulHvan,
Pomeroy-Carrigan ticket at all. He
were officially split.
will continue to work with the SGA
In a third election, senior Gavin
continued on page 5
by Joseph McAleef

SGA President James Pomeroy, Election Committee Chairman Ted Hartsoe, new Vice-President Chris
Sullivan, and John Leisenring at the SGA Candidates' Debate in Wean Lounge last Wednesday, photo hy Kcryn crbh»

Three Key Decisions
Discussed By SGA
The February 24 meeting of the
Student Government Association
was highlighted by an intense
dissatisfaction, felt by representatives, concerning recent administrative decisions. These
decisions, if .upheld, will directly
affect student life at Trinity.
^gj^jjjgjfirst decision states that a
"^security guard must be present at
all student functions, expecially
those held in Mather and Hamlin
Hall. The second concerns "the
Presidential Search Committee
and its alleged violation of the
Affirmative Action Policy of the
College. The third suggests the
possibility of once again closing the
Pub before 1:00 AM. .•
These decisions have been made
without
consulting* student
organizations on campus. As a
result the SGA has "responded with
at least one letter to the administration
expressing
its
displeasure.
It seems very likely that a
security guard will soon become a
very familiar feature at parties in
Mather and Hamlin Hall. Due (o
recent destruction of property and
irresponsible behavior, expecially
in Hamlin Hall, the decision was
made that all .parties of more than.

75 people, dorm parties excluded,
will require a security guard—at a
cost of $54 per night. The decision
seemed to include parties in other
facilities around campus, but with
the emphasis on Mather and
Hamlin. If implemented, beginning
next week all sponsors of parties
will be required to hire a guard.
. As stated by President Lockwood, women and minorities -will
be sought after for all faculty and
administrative positions. By law.
Trinity does not have to stay within
the Affirmative Action Policy of the
United States due to its size. But
this recently stated administrative
position reflects Trinity's desire to
be an equal opportunity employer.
As a result the faculty has become
very dissatisfied over the methods
of
attracting
prospective
Presidential Search Committee.
Jim Pomerby, President of the
SGA, after being approached by
various
concerned
faculty
members, expressed his "sympathy
with the faculty's feelings" and
feels "the SGA should be equally
concerned."
The concern of the proceedings
of the Search Committee stem
from the committee's failure to
notify organizations, responsible for

attracting minority applicants for
positions such as that of College
President. Four advertisements
were placed in the New York
Times, the Chronicle of Higher
continued on page 3

"J.A.W."s Debuts At Trinity
by Mary Ann Cordeiman
TJiis week "J.A.W."s will make
its debut at Trinity. This is not the
JAWS of Peter Benchley fame but
of Trinity's Hillel Society. In
conjunction with the Hartford
Jewish' Community "Center Intercollegiate Council's program,
entitled "A " Time for JewishAwareness," Trinity, along with the
University of Hartford and Central
Connecticut State College, is
sponsoring its first "Jewish
Awareness Week."
Dr. Larry Fader, Coordinator of
the Jewish Community Center and
adviser to. Hillel, explained that the
idea for Jewish Awareness Week
emerged from the Intercollegiate
Council's desire to bring together
Jewish college students, from the
greater arlford area, for social,
intellectual, and religions activities.

"It is important to raise the Jewish
student's consciousness and to
heighten Jewish awareness on
campus," Fader noted. Hillel
provides a support system for the
Jewish • student community on
campus, and the purpose of Jewish
Awareness Week is' to be an intensification of that support, he
added.

Fader described the upcoming
events as "an intense period of
activities" including lectures and
discussions, an intercollegiate
dance at the Marc Antony's disco,
and a Middle Eastern Night at
Central Connecticut State's Pub.
Two films, Chicken Soup and The
Frisco Kid, will be presented at
continued on page 5
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Announcements
Student Forum
The Student-Board of Fellows
Forum will be held Friday, March
13, at 3 p.m. in the Washington
Room. This is a follow up of the
discussions of the January 23
meeting.

Stadmtt
Coalition
There will be a meeting of the
Student Coalition this Thursday at
4:00 PM in Wean Lounge.
Everyone is invited to attend. The
main focus of the meeting will be to
discuss the Student Awareness Day,
as well as.an Internstiip Workshop,
and any other projects that people
would like to present to the
Coalition. There can not be a
Coalition without involved students, so come to the" meeting and voice
your opinions.
There will be a Faculty-Student
Reception on Monday, March 9 at
4:00 PM in Hamlin Hall. Everyone
is invited to attend to discuss the
Student Awareness Day. Both
faculty and student support is
necessary in order to make the
Awareness Day come about.
Refreshments will be served.

There will be an organizational
meeting of the CONNPIRG truthin-testing group on Thursday. March 5 in Alumni Lounge at 8:30 p.m.
. All interested students are welcome.

Committee
Positions
All students interested in serving
on the Financial Affairs Committee
(a two year position), the Academic
Affairs Committee (a one year
position), or on the Curriculum
Committee (also a one year
position) are asked to submit their
names to the Student Government
Association (Box 1388) by March
13 at 5:00 p.m. Any questions
about the activities of the Financial
Affairs Committee should be directed to Dr. Robert Battis (Eco.
Dept.), questions regarding the
Academic Affairs Committee
should be directed to Dr. Gerald
Moshell (Music Dept.), and
questions about the Curriculum
Committee shouia be forwarded to
Dr. Richard Crawford (Bio. Dept.)
Any questions about the selection
process should be sent to Jim
Pomeroy at Box 1388 or at 5273151, ext. 367 or 390. Selections will
be made March 17 at the regularly
scheduled SGA meeting.

premises and its theme of history.
The first talk "Legal Injustice: The
Case Against Porfirij" will be
delivered Wednesday March 4 at 7
p.m. in the Blake Room, at the
Austin Arts Center.

Computer
Seminar
Russeil Pavlicek will speak on
"Using Trinity's link-up with
Yale's Computer System" at 12:301:15 PM on-Friday, March 5 in
I-IalldenllO.

IVY Pictures
All seniors who'did not have their'
picture taken for this year's IVY
must contact the people listed below
if they wish to be included' in their
yearbook. No further notice will be
given, so all seniors not responding
by Sunday, February 8, will not be
in the 80-81 yearbook. For more information, or to make special
arrangements, call: Sandy Smith,
246-2153, or Ellin Carpenter, 2462332.

T.W.O. Meeting
There will be a meeting tonight
for all students interested in joining
T.W.O.
(Trinity
Women's
Organization) — an organization
for all women students of Trinity
College. The meeting will be held in
the Women's Center (third floor of
Mather) at 7:30 PM.

Coffee House
South Campus Dormitories,
Trinity hunger relief Organization
'andMather Campus Center will be
presenting a Coffee House in Wean
Lounge, March 12 at 9:00 p.m.
There will be readings on Africa.
Proceeds will go to Somalian
Refugee Relief.

Spanish Club
Organizational Meeting of the
Spanish Club Wednesday March 4
at 7:30 in Alumni Lounge. Come
with ideas and also to hear the ideas
of others. Wine and cheese will be
served,

Newman Club

Mardi 3 venez deguise(e) et, si
possible, avec un masque.

Infirmary Hours

Jester
Auditions

The Medical Office's hours from
March 23 through March 27, 1981,
will be from 8 a.m. — 4 p.m. From
March 30 through April 3, their
hours will also be from 8 a.m. — 4
p.m. On weekends and evenings,
there will be a nurse on call. Call
Mather Front Desk, 527-3151.

There will be auditions this
Tuesday from 3:00 to 7:00 and this
Wednesday from 2:30 to 5:00 for
the Jester's plays. Four plays are
being presented this Spring, they
are; "Action" by Sam Shepard,
"Cop Out" by John Guare, "Indians" by Arthur Kopit, and
"Otherwise Engaged" by Simon
Gray. There are many parts
available for both male and female,
and everyone is invited to a
audition. Sign up in the greenroom
of Austin Arts Center for a time
slot. Stage Managers are also
needed for all the productions, sign
up in the green room if interested.

German Table
Wer Lust hat, wird zu unserem
Stammtisch eingeladen, der am
Mittwoch (4.3.81) stattfinden wird.
Wir treffen uns um 6 Uhr im
weissen Zimmer. Wenn Du Fragen
hast, ruf mal Paul an (246-7186).

Mesa Espatioia
Este y todos los miercoles a las 5'
30 en el cuarto bianco. Una oportunidad fenominal para practicar el
espanol. Todos bienvenidos. •

Info on Israel

Eros
EROS is the Trinity College
organization for gay, lesbian and
questioning students. Many
students at Trinity feel uncomfortable . and out of place
because of their attractions and
desires. We talk about those
feelings over wine and cheese. We
hold weekly meetings where we
plan trips, parties and dances. In
the past year, we held two dances
and met various members of- the
Wesleyan and Storrs groups. We
met other college kids just like us.
Every correspondent's privacy is
protected: drop a line to us: EROS,
Box 1373. Graduate students
•welcome also. * . .

Golf team
All interested candidates who
plan to try out for the Golf Team
-this Spring! should attend an
organizational meeting on Thurs.,
Mar. 5 in the Conference Rm. at
Ferris at 8:00 pm. If unable to attend contact either: John O'Connell at 246-3888 or Joe Upton at
.524-5383.

•>•'

•:

.

Camaval
Pour Mardi-Gras, grande soiree
au Dortoir Francais a 9 "heures,

Trinity Newman Club is having a
meeting Wed. March 4 at 7:30 pm.
In McCook 106. Discussion topic is:
Penance and Sacrifice.

Bach's Lunch
The chemistry is right for this
Friday's,.Bach's Lunch in the
Chapel! Assistant Professor of
Chemistry*

On Friday, 20 March 198.1, Mr.
Tom Roberts of the Beaver College
Center for Education Abroad staff
will be at Trinity College to answer
1
questions about Beaver College
programs in the United Kingdom,
Ireland and Vienna, Austria. He
will be available in Alumni Lounge
of Mather Campus Center from
10:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Students interested in applying to
programs through Beaver CCEA
for the Fall Term 1981 or the full
academic year 1981-1982 should be
sure that applications are completed
before spring vacation at Trinity.

Going Abroad?
Students who have returned to
Trinity from foreign study have
volunteered to be available to talk
with those of you who have decided •
to study abroad or who are considering the possibility of doing so.
', held in Hamlin
7:30 p.m. Please enflf ftirough the
north door under the arch. AA\ are
welcome to attend whether or not
they have made plans to study
abroad in the future.

Ride Wanted

Dr. Craig Findly & Department
of Biology, Yale University, will
lecture on. ''The Heat Shock
Response: A Developmental
Model;" Thursday, March 5, 1981,
at 4:30 p.rri. It will be held in Room
134 of Life Sciences Center.
Refreshments served at 4:00 p.m^

RIDE WANTED: To Boston
area(Cambridge) on Friday, March
6, returning Sunday or MondaY.
Share expenses. Please call or leave
a note in box 1018. Marian Davis,
246-9039.

Bio Lecture

CaKwhm
Jt withe

upm wmw amhtal

Dance Club

Typing

Beawer Program

Komm der jfieiland for tenor and
selections from Handel's Messiah.
Students wishing to have a SAGA
lunch waiting at the Chapel must
reserve it by Wednesday morning
by calling the Chapel Office. The
concert begins at 12:30p.m.

Housing
Ratings

Russian Lecture

For all who are interested in considering study abroad for next year,
there will be a general information
meeting in Alumni Lounge on the
following date and at the following
time:
Tuesday, 10 March, 11:00 a.m.
Please obtain the blue information
sheet and four aftachments in the
Office of Foreign Study Advising
(Williams 109) if you have not
already done so. If you have not yet
attended a general information
meeting, you are urged to come tothis one."
.

For D@lickHi$ Piam and
Hot Oven Grimlms

Folk Society

The Trinity Folk Society will be
holding jam sessions every Friday
evening at 8:00 p.m. at D.KE.
Everyone is invited whether to play,
sing, or just hang oyt and listen or
make requests. Bring guitars, ban-.
. jos, or anything that might loosely
be considered a musical instrument,
but most importantly bring yourThe
StucTent
Government self. This is going to be fun! The
first meeting will be on Friday,
Association Housing Advisory
March 6. Any questions & Eric
Committee has determined the
Truran 247-9439.
ratings for all dormitory units. They
will be posted at Mather Information Desk and in the Library as
of March 3, 1981. Any+questions or
The Dance Club will present an
complaints may be directed to Jim evening of Works in Progress on
Pomeroy at Box 1388. A Ratings Thursday, March 5 at 8 P.M. in the
Hearing for those with complaints Washington Room. Admission is
about their rating will be held on free and refreshments will be served
Monday, March 16 at 7:30. in the following the performance.
Committee Room in Mather CamThe Dance Club is sponsoring
pus Center.
discbunt tickets for the Merce Cunningham Concert at City Center in
New York during the first week of
Spring
Break (March 20-29). If you
The Department of Modern
Language in conjunction with the are interested contact Susie Kidman
•Department of History will sponsor 524-1810 or Patty Bave 524-0585.
a workshop on. "Dostoevsky —
Crime and Punishment" this March Guest lecturer Dr. Lesly A.
Professional typing done fi $2
Johnson will speak on psychology; per page. Call Linda at 522-5870,
ideological dimension; religious weekdays 9-5.

Would you like to visit Israel?
Learn about Israel? Live in Israel?
Or just talk to someone who has
done all three?! Come visit with
Israeli scholar Abrasha Tene on
Wedneday, March 4, in the Mather
Campus Center foyer from 10 am til
2 pm. Mr. Tene has received BA
and MA in Hebrew Language and
Literature from Tel Aviv University
and has served in the Israeli army.
He is currently the shaliach at the
Hartford Jewish Community Center. Come talk, learn and enjoy!

Study Abroad

Come in and Eat in our SyEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room!
287 New Britain Avenue,

Acmss fmm
South Campus

247-0234
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Finkelstein Addresses Role
Of Multinational Corporations
dom to Arab sheiks for more than a
generation, it's simply too
damaging"; the development of the
Last Wednesday afternoon, oceans; the phcio-voltaic cell;
Visiting Scholar Joseph Finkelstein biogenetics; and new forms of
lectured on "Multinational Cor- communication. All of these
porations and the U.S. Economy." developments can be linked to
The lecture was sponsored by the multinational corporations.
Economics Department
and
Much of Finkelstein's lecture
AIESEC. Though Finkelstein's
subject was somewhat complex, he concerned the issue of American
spoke in terms simple enough for companies abroad. Most American
conglomerates choose to expand
any layman to understand.
overseas and for a variety of difOne of Finkelstein's primary ferent reasons. The Europeans can
concerns is "the demography of teach us "how to build small," he
our planet." The world population stated, and though they "lag in
will be well over six billion by the product development, they have
end of this century. Therefore, excelled in process development."
according to Finkelstein, the Immediately following the Second
"cornucopia metaphor is less and World War, American business
less appropriate" for the United helped to rebuild Europe. Today
States. Scarcity is fast becoming American corporations abroad
the watchword for American represent 200 billion dollars in
society. "We are still enormously direct investment.
rich, but we are not going to be as
On the other side of the coin,
rich as we once were," he stated.
since 1965, 10,000 European
Finkelstein believes that we are c o m p l i e s have been established
coming into a "third industrial in the United States, representing
revolution." Some of the new sixty-five to seventy-five billion
developments that he expects in dollars, he stated. In developing
this decade are: the microchip; countries, American companies
.solar energy; coal conversion - "we have been thought of as an "exare not going to be held in troll- ternal threat"; businesses haveby Susan Leigh Sherrill

Get Well Wishes
The T r i p o d would like to extend get-well wishes to Dr.
Joseph Bronzino, Professor of Engineering. Bronzino was admitted into Hartford Hospital recently following a sudden illness.

tried to remedy this by attempting
to give jobs to local nationals.
According to Finkelstein, "we
know of only a few ways to create
wealth, and one of the ways it is not
created is a closed system in which
each of us takes in each other's
laundry." In other words, he feels
diat U.S. multinationals have little
to profit by taking advantage of
impoverished countries.
For the 1980's Finkelstein
believes that "all multinationals
will face smaller profits, apd they '
are going to have to come to grips
with problems they don't like."
According to Finkelstein, "all the
new knowledge, innovation,
technology, will benefit the very
rich, the Western industrialized
countries in Europe, the U.S., and
the Japanese. On a global basis, the
rich are indeed going to become
richer and the poor are going to
become poorer because they don't
have the knowledge to deal with
the new technology."
In summary, Finkelstein said
that the tole of the multinational
corporations was "very limited;
they are not evil incarnate or
vehicles for tremendous good, but
they are best on short leash."

Dr. Joseph Finkelstein, Professor at Union College, lectured as a
"Visiting Scholar In Residence "-last Wednesday.
photo by A. MMC Axe

SGA Welcomes New Group
posts by the Writing Center before representative John Leisenring,
continued from page 1
Education, and the Washington Open Period, has been directly their desire to become a more wellPost over a period of nine days in associated with the times during known organization at Trinty.
no
AIESEC
mid-January. Not until mid- which patrons of the Pub would be Unfortunately
members were present to fully
February
were
minority on their way home.
organizations notified.
In other SGA business, Amnesty present the organization's hopes
In response, the SGA has sent a International, a world-wide human and concerns; as a result the SGA
letter to President Lockwood and rights organization, hoping to was unable to respond with any
improving
the Board of Fellows expressing its contribute to student awareness at suggestions' for
dissatisfaction
with
the Trinity, was granted ad-hoc status. AIESEC's popularity around
i1
•
•'•'•
proceedings of^ the Search This status allows the organization campus.
to go to the Budget Committee to ; i:jLaffly.,f• a;. Publicity Committee
Committee.
After repeated damage to school receive a budget .It will then have was formed to "raise the visibility
property occuring between 1:00- to present a constitution to the of the SGA." A weekly or "bi1:30 AM, a decision is being SGA, thereby becoming a full- weekly newsletter was proposed. It
considered which will permanently fledge organization at Trinity.
would related the current issues
change, to an earlier time, the
• AIESEC, the. International being discussed in the SGA as well
closing of the Pub. The damage, for . Association of Economics and as decisions made at meetings of
example the knocking over of light Commerce,
expressed,
via- direct concern to the student body.

Questions On Search Process Raised
continued from page 1
search will be conducted in the
letter and spirit of the law. I'm
satisfied that the people responsible are doing so.rt
Sullivan also said that the search
"is taking place in an aggressive
manner considering all candidates
in light of the very high standards
we have set. If they don't meet
these standards, they won't make
the
final cut."
Harvard Professor Dr. Stanley Hoffmann.
Zannoni noted that two
guidelines must be met in order for
the search to be considered an
"affirmative action" search. She
explained that there must be some
guidelines for determining whether
there is a "broad representative
pool of candidates," and guidelines
Dr. Stanley Hoffmann, professor Behavioral Sciences at Stanford. which monitor the search to guard
of government and chairman of the He was visiting professor at the. against prejudice in the selection
center for European Studies at Institut d'Etudes Politiques in Paris process. She also asserted that the
Harvard University, will give the in 1975-76.
President's Council on Women has
annual Mead lecture in political
He is the author of numerous recently drawn up hiring guidelines
science on Thursday, March 5 at books on U.S. foreign policy and which the President of the College
8:00 p.m. in the McCook on intellectual and political has mandated to be used in all
Auditorium at Trinity College. His developments in Western Europe. hiring practices, She explained that
topic will be "The Current Crisis in He is currently doing research on as such, the presidential search
U.S. Foreign Policy." Admission is universities and human rights. His must be a "model search."
free.
books include Contemporary
Channels reiterated this point
A native of Austria, Hoffmann Theory in International Relations and said that if this is not a model
received
his
undergraduate (I960)", In Search of France (1963), search, "then it makes the rest of
training in France and is a graduate The Relevance of International our affirmative action a joke,"
of the University of Paris Law Law (1%8) and Conditions of
Miller also noted that at the
School. He also holds a master's World Order (1968). He-has given meeting, some concern was raised
degree in government from testimony for the U.S. Senate about the degree of participation of
Harvard, He joined the Harvard Foreign Relations Committee on the faculty in the search. He exfaculty in 1955, and became numerous occasions, lending his plained that it appeared that many
professor of government in 1963. expertise to such issues as the faculty were uneasy about ihe fact
In 19.65-66, he was a fellow at the future of American armed forces in that the search is being done
Center tor Advanced Study in the Europe atfd the SiALT treaty.
confidentially, even through \ the

Mead Lecture To Sponsor
Harvard's Hoffmann

final selection process. He further
asserted that many of the faculty
would like to have an open meeting
with the candidates, "at least in the
final stages." Other faculty
members have also expressed this,
feeling that it is important for the
final five candidates to come to the
College to meet with the!faculty.
The leaders of :nine of the
primary student organizations on
campus, in a letter written on
Friday, February 27, also called for

the final candidates to appear on
campus before the final decision is
made. Specifically, the letter calls
for "all candidates who achieve
finalist status to visit the College
and participate in an open question
and answer period with students
and faculty members,"
Zannoni, commenting on the
faculty meeting in general stated,
"The Committee obviously does
not want to act "in a vacuum,
therefore they called the meeting."

PRESIDENT
of

•?

TRINITY COLLEGE

The Board of Trustees of Trinity CoHege invites nominations and applications for the position as President, to take office during 1961.
Trinity College, founded in 1823, is a coeducational, liberal arts, college,
with 1,700 students and a faculty of 13S. In the new chief executive
officer the Trustees seek a person with a strong commitment to the liberal
arts and sciences, to independent higher education cf the highest academic quality, and (o sound stewardship of the College's resources. Candidates should offer effective intellectual and administrative leadership
and have appropriate experience.
Nominations, applications, and inquiries should be sent by March 1,
to:
Chairman
Presidential Search Committee
Trinity College
Hartford, Connecticut
06106
Trinity College is an equal opportunity, affirmative actiun •inipliiyvr.

This is the advertisement that has appeared in iht He* Yu't Timas,
the Washington Post, and the ChnmfcEe of E!if<ls< a- Ei-
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Kennedy Assists In
Recruiting Minority Students

W?$--cYi-

by C. Mark Boelhouwer

Reggie Kennedy of Trinity's Admissions Office.

pluilu by R Michael Hull

Alumni To Visit
For Career Day
This Saturdayt March 7, 1981, the Career Counseling Office
(CCO), together with the National Alumni Association, will present
its Second Annuai Alumni Career Day in Hamlin Hall. A series of
workshops and discussion groups will be conducted with recent
alumni from Trinity, The purpose is to provide students with, according to CCO, "a superb opportunity to hear of experiences and ideas
of successful job-hunters and career-seekers."
The tentative participants in this year's program are:
Law:

CiCi Chick'76, Goodwin Proctor
Susie Lewis '76, Milbank, Tweed, Hadley, McCloy

Publishing:

Wenda Harris '76, New York Magazine
Nancy Nies '77, Ziff-Davis Publishing
Lynn Johnson '80, Avon Books
•
Eades Johnson '76, Morgan Stanley
Dave Kiarsis '71, Smith Barney

Investments:
Merchandising/

Advertising:

Meredith Mainhardt Graves '77,
Associated Merchandising

Corporations: Rob Meyer '77, American Can - — •
Arts:

Joe Kluger'76, New York Philharmonic

Education:

Paula Shen'76, Buckley School;
Carrie Hollingsworth'74
Jim Graves'77, Bankers Trust
Gene Shen '76, Citicorp
'
Suzanne Burbank'80, Bankers Trust
Peter Lebovitz '76, A. •T. Kearney Consultants

Banking:

Consulting;
Others:

Nick Benson '77, American International Group
MikeTinati '79, export/import
Jim Finklestein '74, Emery Air Freight

From 9:30 until 10:00 on Saturday morning, registration will be
held in Hamiin, and coffee will be served. Welcoming remarks and a
group session will begin at 10 a.m., and last until 11 a.m., when small
meetings will be held in designated rooms in Seabury Hall until noon.
After lunch, CCO will wrap-up the program from 1 until 2 p.m.
"We've planned a stimulating program," CCO announced, that
all students should take advantage of.

Out of the 3001 applications for
the class-of .1985 this year, only 119
are from minorities. Reggie
Kennedy, Assistant Director of
Admissions and Coordinator of
Minority Recruitment, stated that
he was disappointed with this low
number of minority applicants and
attributed the response to "the low
visibility of Trinity College as
compared to other institutions."
The low level of applicants, he said,
"is a school problem and not an
Admissions problem."
Minority recruitment, said
Kennedy, is "the responsibility of
the institution with me as the front
man." Trinity, he says, suffers from
a lack of name recognition. Certain
schools establish certain traditions
and credibilities with a particular
type of student, and Trinity,
Kennedy feels, has never
established any credibility with

minorities. He also said that many attends college fairs around the
minority students were advised not country that are specifically for
to apply..to Trinity by their high . minority students.
school advisers because of the Trinity, he says, does not use
competitive nature of the school's "slick salesmanship" to attract
admission policies.
students as some institutions do.
To try to combat these factors, Trinity does not use pens, key
Kennedy has embarked on a chains or other gimmicks, but
program to augment the school's relies instead on personal contact,
visibility. His year begins in April in an effort to personalize the
when, after reviewing junior year process. To do this, Kennedy does
SAT's and grades, hie mails out an extensive follow-up on ininformation t o qualified high terested students by having faculty
school students, 2200 this year. He of various departments talk with
says that while this sounds im- students who expressed an interest
posing, ,in reality it's not as if in their respective fields. In the
Trinity's information packet is lost future he plans to utilize more
in the shuffle among the literature, student and parental involvement.
sent by other institutions. Out of
As to his hopes for the future,
the 2200 information packets sent, Kennedy wants to enlarge the
only 60 responded.
applicant pool so that by the time
This information is useful in he leaves, Trinity will have
credibility
with
planning out a roster for trips to established
visit high schools, which Kennedy minority students and thus will
does throughout the fall. In ad- continuously attract them year
dition to these visits, Kennedy also after year.

Coalition Anticipates
by Laurie Weltz
The Student Coalition in moving
ahead with several new projects f dn
the spring. The first and most
important of these projects is the
Awareness Day. The expectation
of the Coalition, as well 'as
members of the SGA and TCB, is

to procure a day without classes to
focus in-depth on racist and sexist
conflicts at Trinity College. The
entire campus would be expected
to participate in such an event,
which would begin with speakers
and then break into smaller groups
for workshops.

Trinity Alumnus
Returns To Speak

Awareness
The major push that the
Coalition is making right now is to
try to get faculty involved with this
project'. Faculty support is
necessary in order to get classes
cancelled for a day. The Coalition
is organizing a Faculty-Student
Reception on Monday, March 9 at
4:00 PM in Hamlin Hall to discuss
the possibilities.
*

The Coalition would also like to
sponsor an Internship Workshop
Day. Such a day would be planned
to qrientate the students to all of
desired separation.from the iBritish .
talities offered by
by Joseph McAleer
Empire.
' v '*''''.•
Tyler's close survey of 425 workshops
off<sr(.d
by"
On Tuesday, February 24, 1981,
Bostonian merchants disclosed organizations that sponsor inJohn Tyler, class of 1973, returned
several as possible smugglers, ternships and by students who have
to Trinity to present a lecture sponsome who "served on many of the participated in t h e program.
sored by the History Department in - more jmportant patriot com- Trinity offers a wide vareity of
Alumni Lounge.
m i t t e e s . " Smugglers, Tyler excellent internships, and more
Entitled "Free Trade, Smuggled
argued, would have supported the students should become involved
Goods, and the Coming of the cause for revolution because they in this program. The Coalition
Revolution in Boston, 1760-1774,"
were lured by the large profits expects that with better promotion
the presentation was based upon
available by trading outside of the students will become, aware of their
•Tyler's doctoral dissertation at
British mercantile system, which opportunities.
'
Princeton, where he is presently
was forbidden by the Crown.
The Coalition is still trying to
studying. Before commencing,
After the, presentation, several
Tyler expressed his thanks to
questions and answers were obtain a Student House. At present
the administration's response is
several professors in the audience,
received from the audience.
who advised him two years ago as
Since his graduation from favorable, but more student inhe began his research.
Trinity, Tyler has had his senior volvement is needed. If anyone
desires to support or discuss these
Tyler admitted that his paper is
thesis, dealing with the confiscation
"an elite interpretation of the of Loyalist lands during the ideas come to the Student
Coalition meeting this Thursday-at
American Revolution" and is Revolution, published. He was
4:00 in Wean Lounge.
"openly
economicallyhappy to return to -Trinity and
determinist." He believes that the present his work to the College, at
Revolution began in Boston; due to
which most of his ideas first
the city's merchants who strongly
originated.
, •

417towBrftalit AIM., Hartford

Lecture To Preview
Exhibit On Irving
RabbiHoward A. Berman will be
the speaker at a Watkinson
Library/Trinity College Library
Associates Open House on
Thursday, March 5. 1981 at 8:00
p.m. The title of his talk is "In
Pursuit of Rip Van Winkle: A
Collector's
Encounter
with
Washington Irving."
Rabbi Berman, Associate Rabbi
at Temple Beth Israel, West
Hartford, is a book collector, who
specialized in the works of Washington Irving. He is a member
of the Grolier Club of New York
aniithe Washington Irving Society.
Following the talk, there will be a
reception.
,
Rabbi Berman's talk marks the
ojening of a major exhibition on

Washington Irving; In Pursuit of
Rip Van Winkle: Selections from
the Washington Irving Collection
of Rabbi Howard A. Berman. The
exhibition
includes
books,
manuscripts, prints, paintings, and
ephemera, all drawn from Rabbi
Berman's collection. The display
will be on exhibit in the Library's
Trumbull Room from March 5,
1981 through May 29, 1981. A
catalog of, the exhibition is
available free upon request from
the Watkinson Library, Trinity
College, Hartford, Connecticut
06106.
The Watkinson Library is open,
Monday through Friday, 8:30 A.M.
— 4:30 P.M. and Sunday, 2./00 P.M.
—•6:00 P.M.

ALWAYS OM HAND

249-6833

417 Wow Britain Aim., Hartford

Wine

Merchants
John Tyier, Class of 15*73.

249-6833
Trinity ColleRe Photographic Bureau
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Tripod Restaurant Reviewer "Courantly" Interning
Her aim is to confirm or clarify a is "very much done on human in- and the more "research-oriented" those of the Foreign News
by Kathleen Caruso
Michele Pagnotta, a senior career goal: to discover whether terest," added this resident of New nature as the major attractions of Department employees, who work
majoring
in International she really wants to go into the South Campus. She cited stories magazine journalism as opposed to from 4:00 to midnight.
This summer, Michele hopes to
concerning Iran, El Salvador, Latin newspaper journalism.
Relations, has recently undertaken newspaper business.
obtain
a job in Washington, D.C.
Michele
enjoys
working
at
The
America,
and
the
Mid
East
as
an
Michele
listed
her
duties
in
the
an internship with The Hartford
Courant. Faithful readers of The smalt and relatively new Foreign accurate indication of where Hartford Courant and finds her and sample more of the news
Tripod may recognize Michele as News Department as filing, present public interest lies. fellow employees "really nice and world. She is still uncertain about
Pamela Wilton's accomplice in summarizing, and elementary lay- Michele also remarked that the considerate" and extremely willing her plans following graduation in
culinary adventures, a weekly out She is currently learning how Foreign News Department has to' to learn every facet of the foreign May, but she sees a few years
feature of the arts section. In to use a computer to obtain and < be wary of controversy. Com- news process. But she regards the overseas as a Third' World news
addition to restaurants in the record information, how to use AP promising plays a significant role in hours she presently works as a correspondent as an exciting
slight problem. Working 2:00-6:00 possibility.
Hartford area, Michele can now be and UPI wires, how to write 25- the area of foreign news.
But for now, Michele is content
found twice a week in the Foreign word summaries of foreign interest
The less freedom-oriented p.m., Michele feels that she's
News Department of The Hartford articles to retain in the files for easy nature of newspaper, writing has "always leaving when things get to spend her final months at Trinity
Courant, learning about the reference, how to arrange articles prompted Michele to consider interesting," since the news begins taking advantage of an exciting yet
internal operation of a "slightly" and pictures, how to measure magazine writing as an alternative, to come in late in the afternoon. challenging alternative to the
larger newspaper.
columns, and how to create She offered the greater "freedom However, she hopes in the future to traditional classroom learning to write and say what you want to" better coordinate her hours with Trinity's Internship Program. ,
Interning for Edmund Zambier, headlines.
Michele noted that a foreign
the Courant's foreign news editor,
Michele finds that she is obtaining news editor really doesn't have
"a good broad background in much freedom of choice conforeign editing," one of her main cerning the content of the
continued from page 1
the coordination of this year's
awareness of these activities.
reasons for pursuing this particular newspaper. Rather, he must meet
"Cultural and religious difinternship. Since Trinity offers no the demands of the readers. The Hart., and on Saturday a live program was "the result of an awful
specifically designed internship in editor has to choose articles that performance of Avram Patt's The lot of work and is not meant to ferences do exist and having
conjunction with The Hartford will be appealing to the general Marrano will be staged in theserve a small group of Jewish programs like this goes a long way
students interested in a specific toward understanding the difCourant, Michele had to persevere public, generally "big impact Washington Room.
group of activities." He emphasized ferences that are normally
and essentially arrange it herself. stones," Michele explained. This
In addition to these and other- that the events are open to whitewashed," Fader remarked. He
intellectual, cultural, and social everyone on campus. It is equally stressed that "Jewish Awareness
events Creative services will be important for non-Jewish students Week has the potential of raising
held each Friday night. These to know that Jewish organizations everyone's awareness of things
services "usher out the Sabbath and activities exist within the related to Judaism - Jews as well as
and usher in the regular work college sphere, he added, as it is for non-Jews, students, faculty, staff,
week," Fader explained. Finally, Jewish students to increase their and administrators."
information tables will be set up in
Sullivan replied, "I've been the lobby of Mather Campus
continued from page 1 „.
working with him for years." In the Center to provide all students with \
to publish an informational end, "we are both SGA represen- information on travel, study, and
• Wednesday, March 4, 1981, 10:00 A.M. — 2.00P.M. ,
booklet, to improve student voice tatives," he stated, with an equal settling in Israel.
Mather Campus Center Lobby. Israel Information Table with
voice
in
the
organization.
of hiring, firing, and minority
Abrasha Tcne, Israeli Representative.
This year's program is less
recruitment, as well as "tightening
narrowly defined than the one •
•
Wednesday,
March 4, 1981, 4:00 P.M. Life Sciences Center •
up our constitutional framework."
Sullivan praised the good turnout sponsored last year by . the
Auditorium.
of the student body, furthermore, University of Hartford, Fader
Speech by H.anoch Bar-Tov on "100 Years of the New Jewish
Returning from a trip to Boston, an felt that the candidates debate, noted, which centered mainly upon
Resettlement of Israel (1881-1981)."
Sullivan was "flabbergasted" at the held last Wednesday, prior to the Israel awareness. An example of
• Thursday, March 5, 1981, 7:00 P.M. Life Sciences Center,
turn of events. Like Pomeroy, he election, was an essential part of the the extension of this year's
room 134. Dean Winer Speaks on His Recent Experiences in Israel.
feels that the aspirations of the election process.
schedule is today's Nosh at Noon
Leisenring-Sullivan campaign will
program at U, Hart., featuring a
• Friday, March 6, 1981, 7:00 P.M. Hillel House, 30 Crescent
not be affected by the election.
The new administration will lead discussion on "Sex and Jewish
Street.
Friday Evening Service
When asked if he can work together its first meeting tonight, ;it 10 p.m. Values" led by Fader.
• Saturday, March 7, 1981, 6:45 P.M. Hillel House, 30 Crescent St.
with his opponent, Pomeroy, m Hamlin Hall.
.Fader further ucxnnmticud thai
ll:tvd:il:ili Service
• Saturday, March 7, 1<->81, 8:00 P.M. Washington Room, Mather
Campus Center. The Marrano, A. one man show about the
Jews of the Spanish Inquisition . . . A play about hiding.
81.00 admission.
• Sunday, March 8, 1981, 10:30 A.M. 70 Vernon Street.
Hillel Ba^el Brunch with Speaker Abrasha Tene.

Hillel Sponsors Awareness Week

Winners Comment
On Election Results

Schedule

TRINITY
UNIVERSITY OF CONN.
UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD

MBA
Northeastern University
Make it your business . . .
to find out what Northeastern's Graduate School
of Business Administration can offer as you face
your future. A variety of program alternatives
allow flexibility in pursuit of the MBA degree and
encourage practical work experience.

WESLEYAN
CENTRAL

Management Intern Program
An intensive twenty-one-rnonth graduate
cooperative education program integrates fifteen
months of classroom studies with six months of
paid professional work experience. MBA intern
students alternate periods of full-time course
work with a period of full-time employment in
business, industry, or government.

ALL BAR LIQUOR
$-j 50
8-2 AM

EVERY
TUESDAY

m No cover charge with college S.D.
# Oldies, Bock W- Boll, Hew Wave,
Top 40'$ and Disco
m Popcorn, Chips

187 Allyn St. Harttart, 525-1111
PROPER DRESS COPE
(NO DUNGAREES, TEE SHIRTS, SNEAKERS)

Full-time Program
A two-year program with assistantship opportunities involves continuous study by attending
classes primarily during the day. A limited
number of assisfantships offering tuition remission with a possible stipend are available.
Assistantships are based on both skill and
academic qualifications and offer valuable administrative or teaching experience.

Deadlines
Assistantships: March 15
Full-time and Intern programs: April 1
For more information call 617-437-2719 or write:
Graduate School of Business Administration
Northeastern University
i6() HuntinRtun Avenue
,
Boston, Massachusetts 02115
Name.
Street
City
College

~Siaie.

JOT Code.
..Class i__

.
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Hartford
Self-Help Found in North-End
by Sarah Stanley
Appearances can be deceiving.
Inside a small, inconspicuous
building, located in the North-End
of Hartford, challenging and
impressive ambitions are being
accomplished with success. The
building is the site of Community
Resources For Justice, Inc.; and,
the ambitions are those of a
dedicated team of counselors and
their counselees.
Community Resources is a
program working in conjunction.
with the Juvenile Court System in
Hartford, to give willing, high risk
adolescent delinquents one last
chance to make a life in society
before a future of long term incarceration. The goal is difficult to
achieve; and, with hardships in
funding, and the limited six month
period allowed for rehabilitation,
the odds get tougher,
In a recent interview, Otis
Thomas, a primary force and
follow-through advisor at Community Resources, discussed the
program's
objectives
and
operations in dealing with this
Herculean task.
Thomas explained that the
youths involved, aged ten through
sixteen, requested, or were
responsive to, a method of reform
before being sentenced. Initially,
then, the program is based on the
idea of self-help. If an individual,
after being referred to the center,
displays a lack of positive enthusiasm, and an unwillingness to
cooperate with the rules and
counselors of the program, a
negative report will be submitted to
the court. Therefore, the success of
the program is primarily the
responsibility of the juvenile.
Thomas noted that as long as the
desire to improve is maintained,
the chance for effective results is
encouraging.
Yet, preventing discouragement
and deviation requires constant
support. Often these offenders have
familial and educational problems,
which contributed as motivating
factors to their criminal activities.
They suffer from.low self-images,
and an embittered attitude toward

a society in which it has been
impossible to function. Thomas
outlined the six months of service
delivery which hopefully mainstreams the youths.
Group and individual counseling
remains an integral part of the
program, meeting the needs of
each
member.
Community
Resources counselors attempt to
participate intensively in all phases
of their advisees' lives. They
emphasize the importance of
education, and survey as closely as
possible the students' attendance
rates at school. Part-time and fulltime employment is sought for all
counselees. Discussions focusing
on topics ranging from hygiene to
parental
relationships
are
provided.
Close contact is required with a
youth's family in order to discover
the behavior of the juvenile at
home and in anticipation of any
troublesome dilemmas. Curfews
are established for every night of
the week. The adolescent must be
home by 9:00 p.m., with an extension until 11:00 p.m. on
weekends. "Phone contacts are
made nightly to check adherence
to the curfew.
The center remains open from
8:30 a.m. to 10:00p.m. on Mondays
through Thursdays, and from 2:00
p.m. to 9:00 p.m. on the weekends,
servicing the immediate needs of
the members.
Recreational activities are
among the most positive means for
orientation into society. Thomas
noted that the tendency to create
abusive grafitti can be reversed
into a desire to paint murals.
Creation rather than destruction
can be encouraged through gardening projects and vocational
workshops. Misplaced energy can
be concentrated on athletic
pursuits. The center has an intramural basketball team which
allows players to healthily work off
steam,: and learn constructively
how to accept victories and
defeats.
Attendance at \ affordable
cultural events in the Hartford area
is a mode of exposure to new

experiences, which these youths
have often never considered.
Liaisons with community groups
such as Big Brothers, 4-H, the
Central Baptist Church, and with
surrounding college campuses
provide enriching possibilities for
program members. Dances are the
most popular and frequent form of
recreation. A monthly parents'
night is also held to allow for a
relaxed evening of interaction, and
to expose the parents to their
child's progress.
In developing contacts with the
area colleges, Thomas has
supervised interns interested in the
field of social work, and more
specifically juvenile rehabilitation.
The intern almost becomes , an
assistant counselor, involved in
organizing activities, followthrough, and in developing one-onone relationship with a program
member.
As
Community
Resources is a non-profit, grant
supported organization, Thomas
stressed the need for additional
help, and young role models who
could encourage an offender's
progress.
Community Resources For
Justice, Inc.-is an all encompassing
operation, noted Thomas. It not
only meets the needs of juvenile
delinquents, but also provides a
great service to society, by introducing eager and successoriented individuals into a community that they once rejected.
According to Thomas, the staff is
dedicated and well trained, and
most importantly aware of the
environmental and personal
problems facing the youthful offender. They are not intimidated or
distressed by the crimes the
juveniles have committed, but said
Thomas, are concerned with the
means to change those problems,
or to instruct the individual to deal
with them effectively.
Mr. Fomiatti, Supervisor of the
Juvenile Court System in Hartford,
who is responsible for many of the
referrals,
cited
Community
Resources as an effective
program—one which he supported
with enthusiasm,

Otis Thomas is a primary force and follow-through advisor at Community Resources, a Hartford organization which deals with
juveniles in trouble with the courts.
photo by Peter stinson

Humanities Pushed
by State-Wide Council

by Laura Dyson
receive funding because of the way
"I have always been rather the person does the research,
uneasy about living strictly within rather than the choice of particular
the walls of the college. I saw that subject area of research. The CHC
the humanities risked
grantij
stagnant. if • not - exposedpublic, if they only remained inside Program, which brings know
the college," commented Dr. and insights from the humanities to
Eugene Leach, Assistant Professor bear on contemporary issues of
of History and Director of the concern t o all citizens; the
American _ Studies Program at Education Program,, which hopes
Trinity Coflege. To do his part to to improve the quality of teaching
help prevent the isolation of the in the humanities in the schools;
humanities, Dr. Leach became arid the Public Humanities
involved in the Connecticut Program, which offers grants to
Humanities Council (CHC) in 1975 projects that offer rewarding
and was elected to the council in experiences in the humanities to
1979.
the general public.
The CHC is ' a" non-profit
Since its inception in 1973, the
foundation; funded primarily by council, which comprises 22
the National Endowment for the Connecticut citizens with half
Humanities. The main objective of drawn from the public sector, and
the CHC is to grant monies to the other half composed of persons
support projects which will help professionally engaged in the
bring the humanities to the adult humanities, such as college
public and will build a larger teachers, scholars, writers or
constituency. Dr. Leach noted that, academic administrators, has
"The humanities have been too regranted more than $1,347,111 to
during the recent evening I spent at monotony of a series of fair to poor isolated and have lived, an 'ivory more thafl
162 non-profit
the Rocking Horse.
impersonators. And for the life of tower' existence. People without organizations in Connecticut.
When I think back to that me I could not understand why college; exposure probably could
A recent grant awarded was for
night I can count only two, maybe each - impersonator insisted on not even define the humahities,-but
$7,300
to the Yukiyu Arts Center
three, acts that I found amusing. It doing a bad version of "Archie •'.everyone can benefit from them."
What are the humanities? They of the San Juan Center in Hartford
would behoove the management to Bunker, Howard C osell, and Ted
are defined as including, but not for "Tun-tun-need." Materials
be more discriminating when they Kennedy.
.
. . .
limited
to: history; philosophy; tracing the African influence in the
select the evening's entertainers. It
Despite t h e disappointing
is rather s a d , when an im- performances, I did enjoy the literature; linguistics; archaelogy; Cuban and Puerto Rican arts
personator's Walter Gronkite is evening and that I must attribute to jurisprudence; languages, both brought to the cities in the normore reminiscent of Howard the establishment itself. A slightly modern and classical; history, theastern United States by
Hispanics in this century will
Cosell.
rustic decor, large bar and a criticism, and theory of the arts; supplement performances by the
ethics; comparative religion; an'd
friendly, almost rowdy crowd
Variety was another quality makes the Rocking Horse a fun those aspects of the social sciences Center and will be distributed to
missing from the line-up. Two place to spend a Saturday night. If that employ historical and educational instutions throughout
the state.
magicians, one guitarist with funny the Comedy Night organizers work philosophical approaches.
A July, 1980 grant awarded
songs and hats and one ven- on improving the quality and
The Wesleyan-based council is $1,650 to Trinity and Connecticut
triloquist were all that broke the variety of the acts they sponsor
now granting over $250,000 per Public Radio for "Stories We Live
then the whole concept should year in Connecticut in small
• By: Fictions That Make Us
become a successful venture.
amounts. Projects are chosen to Human."

Past the Long Walk

RockingHorse Lacks Quality
by Elizabeth M. Davis
Saturday evening is "Comedy
Night" at the Rocking Horse, a
bar/ restaurant located at 453
Franklin Avenue. Watching several
diverse comedy acts in a comfortable bar atmosphere is definitely a
welcome change of pace from
other typical Saturday night
activities. But in order for the
concept of presenting comedy acts
performed by local comedians to
fee successful, .the acts roust all
have one thing in common —
talent. And talent was, unfortunately, a rare commodity

City Council Votes for New Police Officers
The Hartford City Council voted
last week in favor of Police Chief
George Sicaras' plan to hire 30 new
police_pfficers and 20 new cadets.
The unanimous vote means that
the city's police force will have
almost 450 officers and cadets. The
new class will start the first of June,
and the new officers should be on
the streets by September at the
latest. It is hoped .that the new
officers and cadets will enable the
department to fight crime ef-

fectively in Hartford, while keeping
the cost to the taxpayers at a
reasonable rate.
According to Sicaras, at "the
present time ninety percent of the
beats are filled — community
activists at a recent HART meeting
stated that they would like to see
all of the beats filled on the average
day. With the new class of officers
and cadets this goal can be
realized, noted Sicaras.

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
JOHN W. DULKA. PROP.
PHONE 947-oaea

219

NEW BRITAIN AVE.
HARTFORD,CONN. %

>:

(corner Henry St. next to Comer Tap) |
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Hartford
Area Youth Enjoy "Fair Play" Basketball

by Peter Stlnsoii

Imagine a basketball league for
youth with no losers, no trophies,
no awards. It's YBA.
Every Saturday since midlanuary, seventy Hartford area
.youth have gathered at the YMCA
in Downtown to participate in the
nationwide
YBA
(Youth
Basketball Association) program,
YBA is based on the concept of
"fair play" developed by the
National YMCA and the NBA
Players Association.
According to Donna Rowe,
Youth Physical Director, "Our
experience with YBA' at the
Central Branch YMCA (Hartford)
has proven that kids are attracted
to a quality sports program that
puts the emphasis on participation,
not on the win-at-any-cost aspect.
It is a great experience for the kids,
parents, and other adults involved."
Bill Majors, a coach for a team
of eleven to fourteen year oids
from the North-End's Stowe
Village, said that the YBA program
will help the youth "become better
members of society...valuable to
the city of Hartford."
According to Stephen Bradley,
Communications Director of the
Hartford Central Branch of the
YMCA,.the youth "play to play,
there is no need to win.' Bradley
also noted four of the major areas
in youth development touched on
by YBA is "health, skill, fun, and
values."
The program is a family program
wilh parents und people of the
community volunteering their
ip»(*j?OTi«g.y.>an'4.talents as coaches
and referees, noted Bradley.
Majors recently outlined the
process by which YBA came
about. He noted that there is the
basic YBA program as developed

nationally by the YMCA and the
NBA players. When the parents
and coaches met in the fall, they
defined and refined the values to fit
exactly what they wanted their
Hartford youth to gain.
The parents wanted the program
to create respect of the youth for
both officials and team mates as
well as members of the opposing
teams, provide a chance to gain
leadership and a positive attitude,
and gain an idea and participate in
"fair play," all while participating
in a program designed to provide
physical fitness.
As the YMCA at the National
level says it, "This is a unique
program with a special philosophy.
There is accumulating evidence
that many youth sports programs
may be more harmful than helpful
to the kids who play. Too much
emphasis on winning at all costs
may result in physical and
emotional injury and discourage
kids from developing positive
sports attitudes for a lifetime of
enjoyment. For the few who win
there are many losers."
Continuing, the YMCA states,
"Heavy and unnecessary pressure
from parents too often spoils the
fun for kids and meets the competitive needs of the parents instead. When parents support teams
without' pushing too hard it is
usually a lot more fun for
everybody."
This past Saturday was no exception in demonstrating the
values of YBA. In the second floor
Hym of the YMCA Central Brunch
in Downtown, the participants in
YBA played enthusiastically on the
old court. Amid the cheers of the
few spectators and many team
mates and peers, each of the eight
teams played one game each.
Noted Majors, "We're not here

Bill Majors and his Stowe Village YBA team "ham it up" before taking to the courts last Saturday in a
photo by IVU-r Stirisen
display of fair play basketball.
to win every Saturday...if we lose change in attitudes with the players played ball. Every member of his
we lose with grace, if we win we on his Stowe team. "Their attitudes nine-man squad saw time on the
win with grace." His team from are better than when we first floor — and not one played an
Stowe Village won, and with grace. started." He continued by saying inordinate amount of time over the
Most other teams arc made up of that he was almost surprised that others.
youth from all over the Hartford the members of the team were
At one point during the game,
area, but two teams in the league living oil the court by the values there was a scuffle between (wo
are made up of youth just from taught by YBA.
players on the court. The referee
Stowe Village, a low-income
Happy with that pleasant turn, broke up the slight altercation and
housing project in the North-End. Majors said, "they're getting led the two to the sidelines with a
Majors stated that he has noted a better."
"cool off this half." There was no
On the dimly lit court, the talking back; both players went
youngsters, aged eleven to four- straight to their respective benches
teen, tried to play good basketball. to cheer their teams on — not to
At times they failed, but their victory, but to fun.
enthusiasm always ran high. Amid
As Sam Myers, a YBA player,
the sometimes loud, sometimes soft said it, "We just come here to have
coaching from Majors, his team fun."
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Hartford Welcomes the World-

Washington Internship Program
If you're a junior or senior with at least a 3.0 average,
you can earn 16 academic credits while working inside
politics through:
•Unique Internships pre-arranged, based on your interests.
You'll work with members of Congress in their offices
. and on their committees.
•Seminars conducted by leading government experts,
focusing on current policy issues facing Congress,
1
Heading the Washington faculty is the chairman of the
Congressional Intern Advisory Council,
•Discussion Groups to share information and opinions .
with fellow student participants from around the country.
April 1 is the filing deadline. For applications and further
information, call 617/353-2408, or write:
Boston University
Washington Legislative Internship Program
College of Liberal Arts—Room 302
725 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, MA 02215

Boston University
is an equal opportunity institution

New Britain artist Frank Bolles (left) and Paul Bourdeau, general
chairman of the 1981 World Figure Skating Championships for The
Skating Club of Hartford, examine flag panels installed on Constitution Plaza last week — officially welcoming the world to Hartford. Flags representing 23 nations sending teams to Hartford for
the championships were unveiled and are on display on the Constitution Plaza bridge over State Street — the gateway to Downtown
Hartford — through March 8. The Skating Championships run
today through the 8th of March at the Hartford Civic Center
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Letters to the Editor
Nine Student Organizations Make Suggestions
for the Betterment of the Presidential Search
Committee for Change at Trinity
Laura F. Clay for The Student
Coalition
Elizabeth M. Carrigan for the
Resident C oordinators/, Assistants
Gentlemen:
It has recently come to our
Jani'es B. Pomeroy for the
Student Government Association attention that the affirmative
Kwaku B. Sintim-Misa for action philosophy professed by the
^College is not being actively apTrinity Coalition of Blacks
Francesca L. Borges for Trinity plied by the Trustee Presidential
Coalition of Blacks Women's Search Committee. As we understand it, notice of the position
Organization
Thomas M. Chase for the Inter-" of president has been made in three
ways: it has been spread by "word
Fraternity Council
, •• • •
Carol E. Baatz for the Trinity of mouth" since late January,
through newspaper advertisements
Womens1 Organization
Rita M. Cordova for La Voz in the New York Times (Feb. 8),
the Chronicle of Higher Education
Latina
Karen L. McDonald
for (Feb 9 and 16), and the Washington
Dr, George W.B. Starkey;
Chairman, Board of Trustees
Mr. Brenton W. Harries;
Chairman, Presidential Search
Committee

Post (Feb. 15), and through various
women's and minority referral
services within the last week. Of
concern to us is the late date of the
notices sent to the referral services
which, given the March 1, 1981
deadline for applications, does not
bode well for the number of
qualified female and minority
applicants. Our recommendations
to rectify this situation are outlined
below.
1) Extend the March 1
deadline for'applications to
April 1, 198J and immediately notify all referral
services of the extension.
Surely an appointment of
this importance merits more
time, a luxury afforded by

Students Are Bewildered Over the Search
student involvement in the business
To The Editor:
We are appalled by the lack of of running the college. Students
attention that the Tripod has given have answered charges of apathy
to the fact that the college is with claims that there is no cause
getting a new president. We realize worth breaking their malaise. We
there have been many other have had enough of this. We will
controversies, however, this issue is soon be meeting our new president
more than mere reform. The and we should be informed about
choice of president is guaranteed what the selection process is. We
to have long-term impact on the are not asking for radical action —
only information...and awareness.
Trinity community.
We know what we would look
The selection of a new president
offers a rare opportunity for for in a new president. The trustees

must have ideas too. Hopefully
there are outlets for the interchange of the campus's differing
expectations of our next president.
.The Tripod is one, CC AT another.
This letter arises from our
bewilderment over what exactly is
going on. It is a subject ripe for
discussion.
Ted Lord '83
Robin Levine '83
Tricia Zengerle '83

Fraternities-Some Positive Points
years of his life. He would enjoy
Dear Tripod—
• What's all this stink I hear about the visit and, God knows, maybe
Fraternities. So what if a few kids even contribute to the Alumni
get rejected from a club, so what if Fund Drive. I mean let's be
a window or two gets broken. Ev- realistic— you can only have so
eryone's life consists of a bunch of much fun staring at the room you
disappointments. It's a part of life. lived in Freshman Year or wanIn fact, it's an education. Imagine if dering through the library.
You say that frats are elitist.
the kid is raised in a sheltered
world where he is being protected Well so is the Choir. Simply, if you
by people all of the time. Why that . don't make the grade, see youiater,
would be horrible! The kid would
Bub. Fraternities select pledges out
graduate from college, look for a o f c h a r a c t e r and popularity, but
job, get rejected and then jump off Q n e o { thfJ h a r d f a c t s o f I i f e i s t h a t jf
a bridge. The college would be at you don't know the people, the
fault. Trinity, you were preventing people don't know you. Nine times
the kid from experiencing rejection out of ten a rush will be rejected
when it really didn't matter that because the necessary percentage
much. The kid can always resort to of the house does not know him;
being anti-Fraternal and have a - a n d t h e b r o t h e r s w h o d o k n o w t h e
perfectly decent time (who knows, r e j e c t e d k i d a r e s t i l l j u s t a s g o o d
maybe even better) just the same. f r i e n d s ^
niffi T h M e fa a , w a y s
In forty years, do you think the old t h e c h a n c e ( n M t t e m ) f o r t h e k i d
kid will really care that he was in a t Q g e t t Q k n Q W . t h e i n d i v i d u a l
frat or not? Hell no!
brother's and even in a more
I wonder what the suioidal rate is
comfortable situation. And if he
for those who get rejected from the
has the chance to "prove himself
country club. Why hell, country
clubs should be outlawed, too.
But then again let's look at the
positive points on fraternities at
Trinity. They allow students to
meet and interact with other
students they would never have To the Editor:
met otherwise. They could exI've noticed a very positive
perience the team- or club-like movement on campus
these last
p
comraderie they had always few weeks. Many students are
wanted to in High School. They disturbed about their food service
could make connections for the and are organizing to change it.
real world. As an alumnus visiting
Such cooperative efforts should
Hartford, they brother would have be commended and supported.
a place to go and feel welcome. He However, it would be unfortunate
could share stories with active if this type of energy dissipated into
brothers and remember the best the apathy of which our generation
is famous. Perhaps our comraderie
could continue to work to solve the
serious problems of racism and
sexism on this campus, the worsening poverty and other critical
To the Editor:
issues of this city, and the immense
I just want to thank Buildings and problems of the world—war,
Grounds for fixing my mailbox. refugees and real starvation.
My mail thanks you too.
These are the issues worthy of
the
attention that, unfortunately
Sincerely,
too often stops at our own needs.
Robert A. Muccilli
Sinc.erejy,
and P . O . Box 1853
Tracy Newman '81

Trinity
Comraderie

My, Mail
Thanks You

worthy", if he practices enough
singing, he will be asked to pledge,'
he will have great experiences, he
will make connections, find a job
and, who knows, get into a country
club, that is if he has the proper
qualifications.
' .;
Yours,
H. Fisher Jones

President
Lockwood's
thoughtful offer to remain
until January 1982.
2) Employ the services of
Ms. Marilyn Denny, the
College's legal adviser and
affirmative action officer, in
the capacity of adviser to the
Search Committee.
3) Require all candidates
who achieve "finalist" status
to visit the College and
participate in an open
question and answer period
with students and faculty
members.
•
With a Civil Rights suit already
pending against the College it is
especially unwise at this, time to
allow irregularities in affirmative

James B. Pomeroy
Kwaku B. Sintim-Misa
Francesca L. Borges
Thomas M. Chase
Carol E. Baatz .
Rita M. Cordova
Karen L. McDonald
Laura F. Clay
Elizabeth M. Carrigan

A Day For Awareness
We, the Student Coalition and
other community groups, feel the
necessity for a day devoted to an
£>. ive discussion of the Trinity
community and its problems:
racism, sexism and a lack of
sensitivity and consideration for
others. These problems exist and
cannot be ignored. We are hoping
for a day with no classes in which
the entire campus will participate
in panels, films and workshops.
Last month the
Student
Government, TCB and other
community groups met with the
BoaVd of Fellows ,to. bring,,^tte
to these issues!! Through the 5
from SGA to the Board of Fellows,
and the meeting, the idea of
Awareness Day evolved. Other
schools such as Wesleyan, Amherst
and Williams have organized

Kate Meyers Resigns
To the Editor:
To say that I have been disappointed with your ability so far
would be quite an understatement.
As a contributor to your paper, I
find'it frustrating and depressing to
read my articles after they have
passed through your hands and
been put to ink. The first column
that I submitted to you (the last
issue of Christmas term) was totally
destroyed by the absence of one
sentence and the misplacement of
another. These errors proved to
ruin two entire paragraphs and
made,the piece unreadable. I felt
like my name and my writing were
put to shame due to no fault of my
own. But I kept quiet and hoped
that it was just a combination of
the final exam rush and preChristmas excitement that caused
the negligence.
Unfortunately, I was mistaken.
My next piece was submitted from
London and when I received a
copy of it in printed form, I was
gieeted with no less than 9
mistakes. The spelling and
typographical errors are inexcusable but they don't bother me
nearly as much .as calling the
bathroom the " 100" instead of the
"loo"" or the deletion of" total
phrases. You printed one sentence
—' the little kids say "Mummy
"Mummy that" which should have
read, The little kids say "Mummy
this" and "Mummy that." Or what
about the one that read ". . . and
I've finally turned to may around
and figured out how to read it." "to
may" should have been my map!
What's a writer to do?

action procedures to go unmended.
The institution of the above
recommendations will, we feel,
ensure the diversity of the applicant group and make for a more
open and equitable search process
results which all must agree are in
the best interests of the entire
Trinity community.
Sincerely,

Awareness Days in reaction to
major racial incidents. Trinity must
act now before such incidents arise
from these tensions,
In order for this day to be effective and successful, it must have
the support and involvement of the
students, faculty, administrators
and employees. Next Tuesday the
faculty will vote on the suspension
of classes for this day.
During the week students must
show their concern and discuss this
issue with their professors. This is
the responsibility of every student
Hamlin Hall from 4 v o t, p.m.
discuss Awareness Day before
Tuesday's vote. All members of the
community are urged to come,
The Student Coalition

Lost Wallet Please Return

To the Editor:
Last Wednesday, at the library, I
Are your proofreaders blind or
non-existent? I cannot fathom left my brown, Indian-leather
wallet and checkbook on top of the.
spending the time and energy to
card catalogues for no more than
put my thoughts and feelings down,
three minutes only to find, on my
working hard to get a sentence just
return, that it had been stolen! The
right or find the proper word when
time span shows that this was
it is going to be mispelled or left
out altoghether. To tell the truth, I obviously done by some student,
not an_ outsider. I am not upset at
am somewhat apprehensive about
writing this.letter in fear that it, losing the wallet (though getting a..'
new license and I.D. doesn't thrill
too, will be massacred. But I feel
me), but there are irreplaceable ithat I must say something because
tems in it that mean a hell of a lot
it really hurts so much to put
to me. My mother died last year,
yourself on the line for something
leaving
me two letters which I
and have it so completely ruined.
I'd like to thank the people who carried in the wallet. Whoever
i-ead my column but until I can see stole it, go ahead—take anything eI •
some editorial competence I will have in there, but please retuiTi '*
no longer contribute to the Tripod. letters. You have no idea what they
mean to me.
I'm sorry but at least I tried,
Thank you,
Kate Kennedy Meyers '82 •
Amy Fulton
#130
.

Thanks, Tripod

To the Editor: .
We would like to take this opportunity to thank the Tripdd for
their coverage of the recent
elections and the entire school
body for their participation and
support on Thursday and Friday.
The large voter turn out as well as
the energy and determination displayed by both tickets campaigning and debating proves that
sstudents
luaents
can get involved and
chan

8 e tl>e political atmosphere for
at Trinity. Thank you
again.
Sincerely,
John Leisenring

thebetter
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Editorial and Commentary
Trinity's Golden Opportunity for Change
The president of the College fulfills many roles: He is an administrator
who is responsible to the faculty and students of the College. And he is
an individual who can mold the intellectual texture of this institution.
Some controversy has erupted at Trinity .over the procedures of the
presidential search. Until this week, the community had heard little or
nothing about the search process other than the choice of the five
faculty members and the two students who were to sit on the committee.
It is not unusual to hear from many administrators, Trustees, and even
some faculty that the search must be stringently confidential.
The implication is clear: at the onset, the Trustees and the adminstration wanted to keep this process close under their auspices and as
far away from the College community as was judiciously possible. '
However, the very nature and importance of the president's office at
-Trinity-calls for community awareness of the search process and, when
the finalists have been chosen, community involvement.
A special meeting of the faculty had to be called in order to assure
that the committee was following affirmative action guidelines. After
much pressure, the Trustees made concessions to faculty demands.
However, this gesture can only be taken seriously if a woman and/or any

number of minority applicants are among the five finalists and are then
given equal consideration.
With the placement of a new man or woman in the president's office,
Trinity College has a golden opportunity to branch outward, to prove that
it is a progressive institution, and to show that it is an open-minded
college; in accordance to Its liberal arts tradition. Unfortunately, at this
moment, Trinity has never been considered a "liberal" institution. Now
is the time to change this.
.
Trinity faculty and students can change this. They can demand further
involvement in the search process. They can demand that the five
finalists be presented to the College. Faculty members can adamantly
assert that the individual who fills the president's position effects their
ye"ry intellectual and academic livelihood. In light of this, faculty should
further insist that their five representatives on the search committee be
given votes which will weigh equally with those of the Trustees.
Presently, this college is an environment which caters to the Trustees,
the old alumni of Trinity. It should cater to its faculty and its students,
who make Trinity what \t is by their desire to teach and to learn.
Therefore, they should be consulted from start to finish. They are the
ones who are important.

Come to Makris For An
Elegant and Affordable Meal

RAGTIME

by Carl Schlessl
After a particularly devastating
room party, my colleagues in
debauchery and I regrouped outside of Seabury Hall. Though we*
were diverse Trinity scholars, with
varied tastes and desires, we had
one common characteristic. We
were in desperate need of food.
Following long, hard hours celebrating youth, the coming of
Spring, and free beer, we stood on
the Long Walk at 5:30 a.m. and
discussed our options. We debated
whether or not to "venture out of
Hertford

proper and rxplotv (lie

culinary eateries in the surroundjjj^WSSsf'~"Ss' suggested- in a
recent Tripod restaurant review.
But we decided to save- our
exploration for another night. Instead of cruising aimlessly through
the suburban hills of central Connecticut, we went to the Makris
Dinner.
The Makris Diner is situated on
the Berlin Turnpike, a genuine
thoroughfare of the '50's. Spotted
with motels, all-night diners, bars,
and drive-ins, the "Sleazy Strip" is

truly a time capsule. As we passed
the Terra Motel, the familiar pink
neon lights of Makris greeted us.
Upon seating ourselves at a
booth with a small jukebox, we
were welcomed by Walene, our
waitress. With her reddish-orange
beehive hairdo, chic metallic blue
and orange blouse, and rust slacks,
she was at the height of late night
fashion. As Walene set our four
places, I could not help but'notice
the attractive placemats, on which
was printed the following saying:
Count your age by fricnds--not
vears. C omit your lite by smiles-not tears. Truly words to live and
eat by.
Left with our menus, we contemplated ordering the clam roll
platter, the New York; style ribeye
steak, or even the fish and chips.
Despite the large selection, my
date bitched that there was no
cauliflower, yogurt, and diet Pepsi
platter. I informed her that the
Makris Diner was an outstanding
eating establishment. Such
common fare was unheard of here.
When Walene returned, three of us
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ordered Makris1 specialty, the
Bunny Burger ($2.50). My date
opted for onion rings. At this point,
Clinton asked to see the wine list.
Walene smiled warmly as she
removed our menus.
As we sat and engaged in idle
conversation, I was impressed by
the decor of the restaurant. I had
never before seen more imaginative use of aluminum, stainless
steel, mirrors, and fluorescent
tig, ing. The vinyl blue seat covers
gave the entire diner a homey look.
In addition, each booth was
equipped with ;i small jukebox.
The selection of tunes offered
something to satisfy anyone's
musical tastes. One of my companions selected four songs:
"Theme From New York, New
York" by Frank Sinatra, "Walking
On The Moon" by The Police,
"After The Loving" by Engelbert
Humperdinck, and "Shattered" by
The Stones. Dinner music par
excellence.
As I glanced around the diner, 1
recognized many late-night regular
patrons of Makris. At the booth to
our immediate left sat Louis Joints,
the disco conquistador, and his
date, Buela Hoop. At another booth
were the twins, Hal and Al
Leluliah, with their sister Gloria.
And at a corner table sat three
female patrons, Juanita Pizza,
Tina Casserole, and Lois Carmon
Denominator.
After a short wait, Walene
served us our repast. The bunny
burgers were superb! The ingredients of this culinary masterpiece
include an all-beef pattie, covered
with cheese, a strip of bacon, crisp
lettuce, slices of tomato, and
pickle, all on a sesame seed bun.
Served with a generous portion of
delicate French Fries, this platter
easily sated our discriminating
appetites. A unanimous vote recognized the bunny burger as- the
ideal 3:30 a.m. meal.
The onion rings were light, crisp,
and delicious. In words of one of
my colleagues, "If you're munched, go for em!" This entire feast,
with a bottomless glass of water,
cost only $9.25.
As we wiped the grease from our
lips and chins, and paid the cashier
from Planet Claire, we knew that
we had treated ourselves to one of
the finest late night meals offered
anywhere.
Based on the interesting atmosphere, diverse patronage, and fast
service, the Makris Diner proved to
be an affordable, quiet, and
elegant dining experienct:.

Strange Bedfellows

Obituary of a Man

[The author, Ted Hartsoe, feels theory has been broken by the
since aspiring journalists must government since the days of
begin on the obituary column, so Washington. Businesses and
industries have approached the
must he.)
July 18,1790-Adam Smith, the government for assistance and few
noted -Scottish philosopher, died have come away empty-handed.
yesterday at the age of 67. Born at Only recently have workers and
the age of 0 in 3723, he attended consumers been as satisfied, alGlasgow College where he even- though this appears to have
tually joined the faculty. He also changed.
studied at Oxford and authored The
Many proclaim allegiance to
Wealth of Nations.
laissez-faire, but few uphold it.
With him passed away his- President Kennedy abandoned it
economic theory of laissez-faire. No for the new ' Keynesianism.
longer will government content President Reagan's loyalty is susthemselves to such a policy, pre- pect as well. Wh.000 Tz-0.253 Tc533 Tc
ferring instead to introduce Ihuir
quite visible, meddling hands into
the marketplace. Such distant
cousins as Alexander Hamilton and
Henry Clay espouse government
actions to encourage "free competition." These actions include
the establishment of a national
bank to stabilize currency and the
enactment of protective tariffs.
He leaves a large family as father
of the art and science of economics.
Most of his descendents have
repudiated his theory as naive and
still-born. Figures as disparate as
John F. Kennedy and Ronald
Reagan hide behind his theory, but
"we are all Keynesians now,"
according to Richard Nixon referring to another heir.
Smith's theory professed the
perfection of the free enterprise,
market system, asserting that all
would benefit from the free interplay of supply and demand forces.
Thus government action proved
unnecessary and in fact counterproductive. This theory has become
a tenet of the national philosophy—
and every law associated with this
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Arts
Atchley 'Exhibits

An example of the work of Senior Studio Arts Major, Cornelia Atchley.

photoby , E .Har

dy.

Get Down and Get Bach Up Again
by Anthony Shenton
Music. The word is derived from
the ancient goddesses of the arts.
Music. Critics, philosophers, and
teachers have argued about the
definition of the word longer than
it has existed. Music. The
realization of the word took place
in the chapel on Friday night.
Robert Edward Smith, composer
in residence of the chapel, performed the first twelve preludes
and fugues of the "Well-Tempered
Clavier," Book One on February
twenty-third. Performed is not
quite the correct word. Perform
suggests something
created
especially for the stage at that
moment. Instead, Smith gave his
interpretation oE the notes that J.S.
Bach wrote. In fact, those notes
became the vehicle for intense
personal statements; and the
eloquence of these statements is
what made the music.

these ingredients into music. Add
to this the fact that Bach left little
direction about the playing of these
preludes and fugues, and many of
the problems of performing
become apparent.
Smith made a number of
technical mistakes; perhaps no
more than ten. But this is nothing
at all when compared to the
flawless choices exercised in
tempo, registration, and expression.
The F-Minor Fugue which closed
the program is a good example of
Smith's treatment of Bach's music.
The tempo chosen by Smith was
exceedingly slow. There is danger
in taking a slow tempo in . any
music, for it not played with forceful drive, the notes tend to drag,
and thus, music will not be made.
However, Smith put so much zeal
and drarna into the sounding of the,
first note that the audience's atBach's works call for a high tention was immediately obtained.
degree of technical precision." The pause between the first and
Many performers believe that second note heightened the
merely playing the notes well, will suspense. As note after note was
make the piece music. A good played, and phrases were built and
musician will see beyond the ended, the tension of the piece was
fingerwork and into phrasing, point strengthened. Only at the close of
and accent, and articulation. It the fugue did the mood break.
Bach placed the Prelude in C
takes a great musician^ to knead .

HILARIOUS!

Hartford Ballet Presents:

Les Bailets Trockadero de Monte Carlo
This all-male troupe slings sly satire at the classicat repertory!

Two Performances Only! Seats
Tickets
March 18 & 19,1981
Orchestra, 1st bale, fr. $14
Bushnell, Hartford
246-6807

1st bale, rear
$11
2nd bale, front
$10
2nd bale, rear
$ 6
Students, Senior Citizens (with I.D.) - 1 / 2 PRICE! -

United Wiay
of the Capita! Area
Thanks to you it. works
. . . for all of us

Major first in the book, and
perhaps because of its fortuitous
position it has become the most
played of all the preludes. Smith
brought a new energy to the piece,
while still showing the ultimate
serenity of the harmony. The
paradox might become more cleaT
through this analogy: imagine an
artist who is satisfied and content
in a world of white. Slowly, streaks
of red, yellow, and blue invade his
territory. Far from annoying him,
they intrigue him into mixing the
primary colors into ^secondary,
then tertiary colors. The effect is a
intoxicating, yet his love of white
draws his attention once again, and
as tb-erambow of COIOTS fades, he is
still content with white while
cherishing fhe memory of infatuation with the world of uoloi

by Barbara I. Selmo
Garmany Hall this past week
held an art exhibit by senior studio
major Cornelia Atchley. A select
number of pieces were presented,
both paintings, prints and sculpture.
What immediately impressed the
viewer is color, hi bold marks, in
strong brush strokes, in playful
hints of color that make the forms
in the paintings. Atchley's works
are always definitive, and always
make a strong impression. From
her self-portrait, done in quick,
thick and thin bold lines of black
ink, to her paintings of "Mom and
Dad in Miami" and her painting of
lollipops, Atchley's works are
successful because of their control.
Atchley's show of color was
either refined or basic.s In some of
her prints, such as "Degas' Dancers" or "Grey Morning in Central
Park," color forms moods by subtle
placement on the paper.
"Calm" and "Storm", two prints
involving mostly shades of blue,
control the viewer through a single
manipulation of color. "Vuillard's
Girls," -a watercolor, employs
simple planes of color for a simple
effect of two girls.
Some of the smaller oils are very
convincing and well executed.

Atchley's larger paintings, such as
her skeleton reclining and women
in a circle (done in brilliant, flamecolored shades) didn't hold the
viewer with the same feeling as do
her other works. These paintings
were unsettling and, oddly, appeared to be unfinished, both in the
actual painting and in purpose. Her
two panels of sketches, containing
small works of different scenes,
were
very
undefined
and
unreadable. They were unclear and
as the paintings, appeared oddly
unfinished.
The works were well presented,
and seemed to have beta chosfen
with a careful eye as to their quality
as paintings and prints. Perhaps
any entertaining adjectives are not
proper to include in an art review,
and perhaps it can be assumed by
the reader that the reviewer is
saying such things because they
have not anything to say. But I
sincerely felt that some of Atchley's works were simply enjoyable. Her lollipops, her "Mom
and Dad," her beautiful print "Blue
Eyes" (of a smooth, brown-skinned
flute player with brilliant blue
eyes), her irises, were all fine
pieces.
Despite some inconsistencies in
execution, Atchely's show was
successful.

These words only point out the
inadequacy of language when
dealing with music. What should be
said is that the first half of Smith's'
"Well-Tempered Clavier" recital
"was great. Music was made and
people knew it. Smith knows how
to handle his harpsichord and'
repertoire better than any other
modern harpsichordist. Kipnis and
Newman have; a world, class
competitor to contend with.
The second half of this
recital will be played on March 13,
Friday. As with this past recital,
the next willalso be in the chapel at
8:15. Part two will include the
sensuous Prelude in B-flat Minor,
which has already been heard in
recital in New Haven. If it was hard
. to describe part one, it will be
impossible to do justice to part two,
except with the phrase, "even
better."
.,

Cornelia Atchley shown next to her work which
was exhibited last week in Garmany Hall.

pi™<o byj. E.
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"Eleonora Duse" Opens Thursday
by Barbara I. Selmo
Trinity College will be the host
of a premier performance of
playwright
Mario
Fratti's
"Eleonora Duse," to be presented
Thursday through Saturday night,
March 5-7 at 8 p.m. and a matinee
on Sunday, March 8, at 2 p.m. The
Cesare Barbieiri Center for Italian
Studies and the Theatre Arts
• Program have combined their
forces to present not only the play
but a series of activities celebrating
this turn-of-the-century actress.
There will be a lecture on Duse's
life by the noted critic and author,
Professor William Weaver of
Columbia University, on Tuesday,
March 3 at 4:30 p.m. in Austin Arts
Center.
The playwright, Mario Fratti,
will lecture on Duse and the play at
a luncheon at 12:30 p.m., Sunday,
March 8, preceeding the matinee
performance. Fratti has written
thirty-seven plays that have been
produced in more than three
hundred theatres in eighty
languages. The play "Eleonora
Duse" has just been translated
from the Italian.
Eleonora Duse, an innovative,
Italian "realistic" actress, had a
style that profoundly affected her

contemporaries, such as Chekov,
Shaw, Verdi and others. Her life
was incredibly full and varied, from
her childhood as a member of her
family's travelling troupe to her
acting successes across the world.
She loved passionately throughout
her life - her parents, the Italian
poet Gabriel D'Annunzio, but most
importantly, acting.
This production features a cast
of twelve students: Lucy Cole, Ann
Brown, Debbi Bliss, Mary
Goodman, John Thompson, Jim
Frankel, as well as, Kyle Saunders,
Jordan Bain, Chris Silva, Jim
Kirby, Louise Bond and Otie
Brown.
The plot is a play within a play.
These actors, led by a drama coach
(Lucy Cole) are rehearsing a play
about Duse's life, in an attempt to
convince a wealthy patron (Louise
Bond) to sponsor Duse for a longer
period than just her brief American
tour. The scene is set in the Syria
Mosque Theatre, in Pittsburgh,
1934. The actors are playing actors
working on a bare set, in a casual,
rehearsal atmosphere. In this
casual, empty setting, intense
emotions and inner turmoil swirl,
interact and exist.
The ' actors are apprehensive
about the performance, but also

Lucy Cole in a reflective moment during the rehearsal of "Eleonora Duse."
very enthusiastic. In talking about
the play, they stressed that it is a
very intellectual play, and
therefore requires a fast pace in
order for it to move successfully.
As Louise Bond pointed out, the
fact that the play has just been
translated often makes the
dialogue stiff and the delivered
lines sound stilted. Both Cole and'

i t n.u,i y

The cast is anxious about dealing
Bond said (hat the amount of
with
a premier show. They are
energy required is draining.
Cole is apprehensive about her enthused by the combination of the
role as the Acting Coach, who play, the bare setting in which they
strongly and psychotically iden- have to act, and Duse's life. But
tifies with Duse. She is ama7xd by despite their nervousness, they are
Duse's life, and worries that the ready and excited to perform.
For information and reservations
play will not impress people
enough about "such an amazing for the performance and the
lecture/ lunch, call 527-8062.
woman's life."

Walters Recital Slated

Ann Brown and Lucy Cole arc featured in "Eleonora Duse."
Photo by |. E. Hardy

accepted. However, for the first
by Margaret Henderson
few months Watters found the
Clarence Watters, Professor of constant oomirudtion rioteto at*
Music emeritus and Honorary annoying deferent to practice.
Organist of Trinity College Chapel,
Watters was the first organist to
and a student of the late Marcel play the new chapel organi built in
Dupre in organ and improvi- 1971 by Austin Organs, Inc. This
sation, will present an all Dupre massive instrument, donated by
organ recital this Friday evening, Mrs. Newton Brainard in memory
March 6th, at 8:15 p.m. '
of her husband, a former mayor of
Watters, who just celebrated his Hartford and a trustee of Trinity
79th birthday last week, was College, has three manuals, 65
college organist for 35 years from stops with 78 ranks and 4720 pipes.
1932 until his retirement in 1967. A The organ is described as Neonative of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Classie, meaning a 20th cenfury
he moved to Connecticut in 1929 organ with the best principles of
to assume the position of church the past three centuries. Watters
organist at St. John's, West Hart- served as technical consultant for
ford.
the organ's construction.
During the early months of 1932,
Back in the 1930's, Watters
President of the College, Dr. remembers, Trinity's male unRemsen Qgilby, contacted the dergraduates were required to
organist, requesting his plans for attend chapel services. Watters
the coming year. Watters replied, conducted a sixteen man un"Well, that depends on how good dergraduate choir, taught four fullplans are." Ogilby asked him to be time courses, directed the Glee
organist for the chapel that was Club (now the Concert Choir)
currently under construction. which travelled across the country,
Upon hearing the request, Watters and played at all compulsory

chapel services. In addition, he
needed time to practice for five
i' concerts1 which he presented
during the school year. Watlers
chides professors who come ..to him
now and complain about their
three course load schedule. He
estimates that he spent from 8:30
a.m. until 10:30 p.m. fulfilling all
these activities.
Watters" interest in music started
early in life. He never attended
college, but studied with tutors
instead. According to Watters,
"Everyone agreed no college; it
would only set back his musical
career." His friend, organist Virgil
Thompson, himself a graduate of
Harvard, agreed that a virtuoso
should avoid high level schooling.
In 1921 when the French
organist Marcel Dupre had just
made his United States debut, a
church organist, and common
friend of both Dupre and Watters,
suggested that the Frenchman
should hear Watters play. At the
tune, Watters says, "Marcel Dupre
was like God." Upon hearing
continued on page 12

Arts Calendar

Orchestra Performs

The Franz Liszt Orchestra of
Budapest will perform at UConn's
Jorgensen Auditorium on Monday,
March 9th at 8:15 p.m. For the
concert in Storrs, the Orchestra has
prepared Purcell's Suite for Strings
in D Minor; Mo/.art's Divertimo in
F Major [K. 138]; Bach's Concerto
for Two Violins in D Minor;
Dvorak's Serenade for String
Orchestra in E Major; and three of
Johannes Brahms' Hungarian
Dances. Tickets for the concert are
now on sale at the Jorgensen
Auditorium box office and at ail
Ticketron outlets. For additional
information please call 486-4226.

vironmental artist Max Neuhas.
This exhibition will consist of
drawings, photographs and plans of
the artist's projects, both past and
future. Max Neuhas investigates
the influences of sound over the
ways listeners perceive themselves
and the features of their
surroundings. This show will be on
exhibit from March 2 through
March 28. The opening reception
will be Friday, March 6 from 6 to 8
p.m. For further information please
call Katherine McCreary at 5255521.

"Hair" at Tauras

It was recently announced that
the Tauras Restaurant on Capitol
Avenue in Frog Hollow will stage a
Next in the Real Art Ways dinner-theatre production of the
Gallery Series will be a collection musical "Hair." The show is
of documents by sound en- produced in conjunction with the

Neuhas Exhibit

Hartford Acting Group and will
open on March 19. It is expected to
run for four weeks.

Bach's Lunch
The Trinity College Bach's
Lunch Concert Series will present
David Henderson, tenor, and Joe
Dimarino '82 and Sidnie White '81,
organists, on Friday, March 6, at
12:30 p.m. in the Trinity College
Chapel. Dr. Henderson, assistant
professor of chemistry at Trinity,
will perform tenor arias from Bach
cantantas and Hendel's Messiah,
accompanied by Mr, Dimarino,
Ms. White, the assistant organist of.
the Chapel, will perform the F
Minor Prelude and Fugue by IS,
Bach. The public is invited to lunch
at the free concert. Sandwiches
and desserts are provided at a small
charge. ' . . -• . -. .• '/ ;';. ...
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Arts
The Marrano
to be Performed

Thrproduction of' 'The Marrano'' features the use of acting, puppets and masks.
»'•?'

photo by Ricki Rosen

Organ Improvisation Redtal
continued from page 11
Watters, Dupre insisted that he
must come to Paris and study with
him. Watters was so shocked that
he lost his voice, and had to
communicate by written notes for
the remaining interview. Playine
for the French improviser was
made especially difficult for
Watters sinc,e Dupre decided to sit
next to. him on the organ bench.
-"" Watters later travelled to France
to study with Dupre, whom he
describes as "the greatest organist,
improviser,
composer
and
pedagogue anywhere since Bach."
The Parisians were not friendly
towards Americans during the
years following World War I,
blaming the U.S. for economic and
political woes.
Watters recalled an incident

which occurred one afternoon.
After lunch, he was preparing to
practice on the organ in his
apartment when he heard a loud
clamor. Walking out on his balcony
he found the neighboring Parisians
assembled on their balconies
calling for the American to go
home. Watters feared for his life
until he learned that a friend had
spoken to the mayor of the
arrondissement, and assured him
that there would be no more
trouble.
Watters shattered his hand in a
door last November, but made a
remarkable . recovery. While
recovering he continued to teach
his two pupils whom he instructs on
the Trinity organ. He used to play
the piano, but finds that he does
not have time to devote to playing
both the organ and the p'ano.

Audiences used to hear Watters
in concert several times a year, but
recently he has withdrawn from the
concert scene. He attributes the
reduction, to the "declining organ
concert business," and his
longevity in the performing field.
Watters finds that many people
remember that he played concerts
fifty years ago and do not believe
that he could still be playing.
Watters, who plays all his music
from memory, recorded the
complete works of Franck, and
compositions by Vidor, Dupre,
Vierne, Bach, Handel, and many
others on mono records.
Watters appears at Trinity as
guest artist of the Trinity Organ
Series. He joins such organists as
Robert Glascow, John Rose and
Rollin Smith. Friday's concert
features five Dupre works.

The Trinity College Hillel
Organization will present the
Barking Rooster Theater's, The
Marrano, on Saturday, March 7th
at 8 p.m. in the Washington Room,
Mather Campus Center at Trinity.
The Marrano is an experimental,
one-man play which uses masks,
storytelline. acting and music to tell
a story about hiding inspired by
the history of the hidden Jews of
the Spanish Inquisition. Avram
Patt, who wrote, directed and stars
in the show has, along with the rest
of the Barking Rooster Company,
brought four shows to New York t,o
great critical acclaim.
The play graphically shows the
fate of the Jews' of the Spanish
Inquisition who were forced to convert to Christianity and could maintain their Jewishness only in hiding..
Patt portrays the Marrano using a
mask and speaking only in grunts
and monosyllables to show how
plight caused these Jews, to lose
touch with their faith.
Avram Patt is the son and grandson of Yiddish writers. He grew up

in New York City and gained his
experience in amateur productions
there and later as a member of the
internationally renowned Bread and
Puppet Theater. Patt is currently;
the president'of the Plainfield Little
Theater, a community theater for
which he has also directed and performed. He has written six fulllength plays and a number of
shorter pieces and monologues.
This performance is one part of
the Hartford Jewish Community
Center Inter-collegiate Council's
program "A Time for Jewish
Awareness" and Trinity Hillel's
"Jewish Awareness Week". Both
these programs aim to heighten
Jewish awareness and identity on
the college campuses in the greater
Hartford area.
Tickets for the performance are
available at 527-3151 Ext. 464, fora
donation of one dollar. Trinity
College Hillel invites all to come
and enjoy the single performance of
the Barking Rooster Theater's, The
Marrano.

2389

Lucille Clifton begins her week long stay at Trinity. Photo bv R°llie McKenl1'

Clarence Watters will perform an all Dupre program Friday evening in the Chapel.'

Schedule of Clifton's Readings
THURSDAY, March 5,1981
Boyer Auditorium
Jacobs Life Sciences Center

Readings from her contemporaries

MONDAY, March 9, 1981
Boyer Auditorium
Jacobs Life Sciences Center

Readings from her own works

The public is invited to attend the readvngs free of charge.

All readings from 8:00p.m.

(untitled)
i went to the vulley
but i didn't go to stay
i stand on my father's ground
not breaking
it holds me up
like a hand my father pushes.
Virginia.
i am in Virginia,
the magic word
rocked in my father's box
like heaven,
the magic line in my hand, but
where is the Afrika ip this?
except, the grass is green,
is greener he would say.
and the sky opens a better blue
and in the historical museum
where the, slaves
are still hidden away like knives
i find a paper with a name i know
his name.
their name.
Sayies.
the name he loved.'
i stand on my father's ground
not breaking.
there is an Afrikan in this
and whose ever name it has been,
the blood is mind.
my soul got happy
and i stayed all day.
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More Sports
Icemen's Winter Proves to be a Struggle
continued from page 14
down the left wing and took a shot
which hit a Ramapo player in front.
Upton gathered the rebound and
took a shot which was partially
saved by the Ramapo netminder.
An alert Nelson found the puck
lying in the crease and knocked
home the winner.
Prior to the season ending
heartstopper, Trinity took, a 3-1
decision from Framingham when
the visitors were disqualified with

1:13 remaining in the game for
unsportsmanlike conduct. The
game was marred by 22
Framingham penalties, including
13 in the third period. The penalty
filled contest was highlighted by a
minute and a half stretch in the
final period when Trinity
successfully defended a five on
three situation. Solik proved to be
too much for Framingham as he
kicked out five shots during the
shorthanded stretch.
Trinity opened the scoring when,
Nelson rifled a twenty foot slapshot

into the upper lefthand corner at
7:07 of the first period. Tramonte
increased the lead at 13:56 when he
put in , a rebound. Framingham
scored early in the second period
to cut the margin to one, but
McCarthy gave Trinity a two goal
lead once again when he scored off
a scramble-in front at 4:07 of the
third period. The Bantams then
held off the two man Framingham
advantage to secure the win.
Dunham discussed the penalty
killing sequence saying, "Anytime
you do something like that you are
bound to win the game." The
Trinity coach credited Rosenthal,
McCarthy and Jack Slattery for
doing a fine job in shutting down
the Framingham advantage.

twenty-five points on eleven goals
and fourteen assists. Flynn, only a
Freshman, tied Nelson for team
lead with eleven goals and added
elevJn assists. Chase, one of four
seniors on the team, scored eight
goals and 12 assists and • was
followed by classmate Rosenthal 513-18, T. R. Goodman 6-H-17,
Upton 7-10-17,"Senior Tri-Captain
Duncan 3-12-15, McCarthy 4-9-13,
MacDonald 9-2-11 and Dave
Lenahan 3-7-10. Trinity was outscored this season 104-86 and
tallied 146 assists,
A bright spot in a somewhat
dismal season was the play of goaltender Steve Solik. The sophomore
netminder registered a .878 save
percentage in 20 games. His 631
saves marked the second highest
This season, Trinity lacked the total ever accumulated in a single
big scorers which had been a season. In two seasons, Solik has
characteristic of Bantam teams made over 1,000 saves, and has
that had reached the ECAC played over 2,000 minutes. During
playoffs the past three seasons. the course of the season, Solik
Nelson paced the team with turned in four forty save per-

t

formances and one fifty save night
against the University of Connecticut. His save percentage in
two seasons of .880 ranks htm in
third spot on the all-time Trinity
list.
Though the Bantam record was
nothing to brag about, Dunham
found the season worthwhile.
Although the team was decimated
by injuries, the Trinity mentor saw
this as an opportunity for many
players to get much needed playing
time. This year's team graduates,
Tri-Captains Chase and Duncan
along with Rosenthal and Slattery.
Although next year's squad will
comprise only three seniors,
Dunham feets the Bantams can
"make the transition from a young
team to a fairly solid team."
Although optimistic about the
1981-82 campaign, Dunham feels
the Bantams need more scoring
punch up front, Defensively,
Trinity appears solid for next
season.

Tom Chase makes an unbelievable chip shot between the legs of the goalie.

REMINDER
"Registration for 4th Quarter Physical Education
March 2 - March 6
9:00 a.m. - noon
Lobby of Ferris Athletic Center''

Leading scorer Karl Nelson takes a slapshot.

photo liy toto Mennm

Lady Bants End on an Upswing
by Martha Townes
If you find yourself playing
basketball with Karen Qrczyk you
had better beware as she is the
nation's best thief. Wesleyan found
that out the hard way last Thursday
wtoLprozyk stole-the ball six times
•TOT tniKway to a final Trinity
victory.
The women had lost a poorly
played game to Amherst earlier in
the week, 55-50. So, determined to
prove their ability to pull together
and play as a team and to revenge a
one point loss earlier in the season,
the team set off for the final matchup of the season at Wesleyan.

alive. Both Connie Newton and
Terrie Johnson played their best
game of the season which included
10 and 14 points respectively. They
helped Trin to maintain a nine
point lead for much of the second
half. Then foul trouble and a rowdy
home crowd sparked the:.Cardinals
(6-9) to shave the lead to only four
points with four
minutes
remaining.
The Bantams were too set on a
victory, so with Johnson at the
helm they slowed the pace of the
game and responded with several
outside baskets by Qrczyk and
Debbie Priestley. Priestley left
Middletown with a game high of 18
points and the entire team left with
a 63-57 win in their pockets.

Despite the fact that the
hoopsters were so psyched up for
Thus the final team record
the game it took some time to settle stands at 7-10. Don't let this record
down and play their game. After fool you into thinking that this
the first 10 minutes of play the year's team was not a viable threat
Bantams found themselves down to its opponents. The team
14-8. Determination to win soon established 13 new single season
prevailed which resulted in a 21-10 team records and 17 individual
scoring binge and a six point records.
halftone lead.
Orczyk's mark of 5.8 steals per
During the second half it was game is presently the best average
'We for the sophomores to come in the nation among all divisions. In

Since the 1980-81 lady hoopsters
consisted of seven freshmen and
two sophomores, no players will be
lost to graduation next year. The
freshmen will have a year of experience under their belts for the
new season. The Lady Bantams of
These remarkable statistics plus
next year will, with no doubt, have
her commendable play have
Sophomore Terrie Johnson got the extra skill and team leadership
earned her an Honorable Mention
on "Basket ball Weekly" Fresh- in the act by making 94 assists required to push them over the top
man All American Women's during the season. The previous in the win column.
Basketball Team. This means that high was 83. As a whole the team
she is considered one of the shot .456 from the floor and .558 * * * • • • • • * • • * • * • * • • * * * A
nation's top 10 freshman basketball from the line which set new marks
in both categories. This team also
players.
blocked more shots, stole more
Other freshmen players broke balls, made more assists, and
records. Chris Lofgren pulled scored more points this season than
down 213 rebounds for the Bants any previous team.
Welcomes Trinity students
mmm
momwm
and all their travel needs.
addition she smashed the school
records for highest shooting
percentage (.585), most points in a
season (282 points instead of 220)
and average points per game (16.6).

which bettered the previous mark
of 195. She also blocked an
amazing 27 shots this season.
Debbie Priestley put in 32 of 37
free throw attempts which
establishes the new percentage to
beat at .865.

CASA DX
TRAVEL

»m

College Sprt Shop

Tennis, Squash, Raquet Bali,
Squash Racquets -$15.95 $9.95
Racquets strung -s5.00 (String Extra)
Half price passes to Mt. Southington
with *10.G0 purchase.
112 New Bfftain m. 247-SSQS

ASK ABOUT OUR
LOW FARES TO
LONDON — NOW
ONLY $350 ROUNDTRIP

DOMENIC SCOTECE
(203) 527-6600
422 New Britain Ave.
Hartford, Conn.- 06106
across from D&D Package
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More Sports
Trinity Fencers are No. 1 in New England
continued from page 16
Dan Schlenoff could give Trinity
rti* NeW England Championship.
By a score of 5-4, he did.i
Steve Butler, the senior sabre
fencer, won eight of his nine bouts,
putting him into the final competitions seeded second. In the
individual final competitions, Steve
placed sixth. The highlight of his
bouts occurred when he defeated
the number one ranked sabre
fencer of New England.
The foil fencers carried gold of
their own back to Trinity, winning
the Silvio Vitale squad championship trophy, with an impressive
combined victory of sixteen bouts.
Dan Schlenoff was undefeated in
the preliminary competition, and
took fifth place in the individual
championships. His partner,
Vladimir Pimanshteyn made an
impressive showing, placing second
in the individual competitions.

for the finals. A particularly
memorable moment occurred
when he beat one of his opponents
5-0 in only 48 seconds!
This victory marks the first time
in over fifteen years that Trinity
College has won the coveted title
of New England Champions. And
the Vitale Trophy, which had last
been won by Trinity in 1978 by the
sabre squad of Dave Weisenfeld
and Don DeFabio, has once again
returned.
In addition, never in recent
history have so many of Trinity's
New England squad advanced to
the final round. At a time when all
of New England's best fencers are
at the peak of their ability, Trinity's
fencers proved that they were able
to rise to the challenge and regain
the respect and admiration of the
entire New England Fencing
community.
A great deal of credit for this
excellent showing must go to coThe epee squad of Peter Paulsen captain Keryn Grohs, Coach Al
and Mike Gould took 11 bouts, Grasson, and his predecessor
against very stiff competition. Ralph Spinella. Their'confidence
Paulsen's record of 6-3 enabled him and constant dedication over the
to reach the finals where he took years molded a championship
third place. Mike Gould placed team. Asked for comment, Coach
eighth among the epee fencers, Grasson responded, "You did
only one touch short of qualifying good!"

Epee Peter Paufsen with his point in line strikes his opponent for another touche.

photo by (oeSchleroff

Ducks Dunk Clark
The men's swim team finished up outstanding swims during the
their season in fine style edging out evening.
Clark 60 - 53 in the Worcester
school's spanking new pool. The
Double winners were Chip Lake
meet held the large gallery in in the 200 and 500 freestyle, and .
suspense throughout as the teams Scott Keilty who captured both
battled' nip and tuck from the
diving events. First places* were
opening gun.
also won by Scott Bowden in the
After twelve events, heading into 1000 FS, Lenny Adam in the 50 FS,
the last relay, the score was tied 53- Doug Gray in the 200 Butterfly,
•> 1. A strong Bantam freestyle relay and the medley relay team of
of Lenny Adam, Chip Lake, Tick Bowden, Houk, Gray, and Dave
Houk, and Scott Bowden secured Pike, Bowden's 57.2 backstroke
thewin for the Ducks with a nifty stint in that relay was spectacular.
time of 3:31.48. Bowden's 49.04 leg Mike Bronzino racked up two
in that relay was one of several thirds in diving, and newcomers

Jim Niness, Randy Spanner, and
Todd Brilliant continued to show
improvement, recording their best
times of the season.
Ducks who battled fne flu emi
diminished numbers throuylionf
the year to win 3 of their las/^
meets. Two other midseason nfcets
got away in the final relay, but toe
team never got discouraged. They
celebrated this final victory by •
tossing coaches Chet McPhee and
Robin Sheppard, fully clothed and
resisting, into the pool.

Bantam Skaters Win Last Two
by Robert Falk

The fencing victors display the results of a hard'day in (he New
Englands. (Ed Sharp missing from picture)
H,.,IO by Keryn Gro

The International Association of Students
in Economics and Business Management

New Members and Interested Observers
are Welcome.
Short meetings held every Tuesday Night
at 9:30 P.M.
(Downstairs in Mather)

tand netris
united

the overtime session, The winning
goal came off a rebound in front
Though two games do not make
and highlighted a two goal Trinity
a season, the Varsity Hockey
comeback.
team's last two contests will clearly
be remembered. After, struggling
The early minutes of the first
through a nine game losing streak, period had all. the signs of a Trinity
the Bantams ended the 1980-51 blowout as the Bantams scored at
campaign
with
consecutive .2:32 and 2:52. Steve MacDonald
victories over Framingham and
slapped in his ninth goal to open
Ramapo. The wins gave Trinity a 7- the scoring as assists went to Jeff
14 season record including a 6-10 Mandigo and Larry Rosenthal. The
mark in Division Three play. Prior latter upped the Trinity lead twenty
to the season, Coach John Dunham seconds later with Bob Tramonte
described the upcoming schedule and Mandigo being credited with
as "the most challenging since I've assists. At 9:08, as Trinity was one
been here". Plagiied by injuries man down, Nelson took a pass from
throughout the season, the Ander Wensberg and tallied a
Icemen's winter proved to be a shorthanded goal to give Trinity a
struggle as well as a challenge.
commanding 3-0 lead. The goal
After compiling a 4-1 record before came after Nelson took the puck in
Christmas vacation, Trinity the Bantam end and got behind a
captured only two of fifteen games Ramapo defenseman.
following the break.
At this point, the momentum
In the final game of a long and swung-in Ramapo's favor as the
frustrating season, Trinity captured hosts turned a three goal deficit
its second win over Ramapo, 5-4 in into a 4-3 lead midway through the
overtime. Karl Nelson sent Trinity final period. Ramapo stored once
home with the win when he tallied in the first period and twice in the
his eleventh goal ten seconds .into middle stanza before tallying thu

go-ahead goal on a four on three
power-play at 11:27.
"Things looked pretty bleak for
us," commented Dunham referring
to the third period. "After they got
the lead, they did a good job fa
protecting the margin," the Trinity
mentor added.
In an effort to tie the game late
in the third period, Dunham moved
Mike McCarthy from the blue line
to left wing on a line with Peter
Duncan and Dan Flynn. The switch
paid off when McCarthy passed the
puck behind the net to Duncan
who centered it in fr°nt t 0 a
waiting flynn. The tying 6°aV w
with 25 seconds left in regulator Trinity had pulled Goaltow"
Steve Solik in favor of a n»
skater.
.
The
Trinity
comebacK
cluminated on the Bantams W
rush down ice in the overtu^
period. Joe Upton won the
and got the puck to Tom
The Tri-Captain carried the r>"cs
continued on page 13

ffaustria germ
in greece yugos
ma Jte
ivory G

•If interested contact WilSiam'Gregg. at the Tripod,.
Box 1704, or 249-3566
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More Sports
Women's Squash Has an Overall Winning Season
The Lady Jeffs of Amherst
travelled to Trinity last week for
their third meeting of the season
against the Bantam squash
racqueteers. It was an unfortunate
visit for the Amherst team. For the
third time this season, the Trinity
women defeated their Amherst
opponents 7-0.
It was the last dual match for the
Bants, and 15-0 games were the
goal. Every team member came
within at least 5 points of this goal.
Zerfine Goodman powered her
way to a 15-1 second game, while
Eileen Kern surrendered only 2
points in her second game. Many
games were won by 15-3, as Nina
Porter, Lea Spruance, Erica
Churgin, Nancy Bogle, Eugenia
Erskine, and Hillary Spizzirri all
contributed very convincing wins.
Due special mention is Nancy
Bogle for her 15-5,' 15-3, 15-3
match, which looked more like an
exhibition of perfect squaSh
strokes, and Hillary Spizzirri's high
quality of play in front of a special
male audience.
The women finished their season
with a 6th place national ranking at
the Howe Cup and a 9-5 dual
match record. It is worth noting
that three of their five losses were
by only one joint; "Erica Churgin
(7-7), N,ancy Bogle (7-5), Eileen
Kern ('Mi), and Hillary Spizzirri (76) all finished with records of .500
or better. At the top of the ladder,
the records shine. Lea Spruance
(# 3) had an 11-3 dual match
record, while Zerline Goodman
..a.n(| MW,

only one match each, both to
Princeton players.
The J.V. team had only three
official matches, winning two of
them, including a most impressive
win over Williams;, each player
was, however, able to compete
between four and seven times.
Captain Eugenia Erskine combined Varsity and J.V. play for a
total of five wins. Freshmen Betsy
Cogswell, Sheila Marmion, and
Weezie Kerr all won at least one
match and showed real improvement over the course of the season.
Sophomore Andrea Moqney was
the star of the J.V. team as she
displayed consistent
mental
toughness throughout 5 game
matches to achieve a 5-2 record.
Next year's team should provide
an even more successful record.
.Seniors Erica Churgin, Eileen
Kern, and Eugenia Erskine worked
hard and contributed.much to the
team, and they will be missed.
Nevertheless, the six freshmen and
three sophomores gained valuable
experience and improved their
skills throughout the season and
should t?e even more awesome next
year. In addition, freshmen Webby
Burbank, an outstanding player,
will return to the courts after
missing this season with a broken
ankle, and Johanna Pittocelli will
return from Rome for her senior
year. Finally, Coach Kirk Cameron
will add a year of experience to her
excellent squash skills and
coaching techniques. Congratulations to this year's team and good
luck lo next year's.

Senior Erica Churgin (r.), H player, and Zerline Goodman, til player, warm-up for the National Intercollegiate Tournament.
,,!„„„ \,yim.nu
i,,kiw

Trinity Squash Stars Participate in the Nationals
by Eileen Kern
The top four players of Trinity's
women's srquash team travelled
Thursday night to Bowdoin fdr the
National Intercollegiate Tournament, to be held Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday. Unfortunately, the deadline for this
article occurs before the last
matches of the tournament, but I
will bring you up to date until then.
Senior Erica Churgin first
learned to play squash her freshmen year. That year, she was H 13

on the ladder. After a year of
experience (a major factor in
squash success), Erica moved into
the varsity line-up at H 7, then to
H 6 her junior year. This year,
Erica's skill and experience
reached a new height, and she
competently took over the # 4
position, thereby earning a spot in
the national's draw — a dream and
goal since sophomore year. Erica
had a tough draw in the national
tournament and bowed to Harvard's # 1 player in the first round.
This placed her in the Consolation
1 draw (for first round losers); here,

she lost a tough match to Hope
Mead of Brown. Although she had
a short stay in the tournament, it is
a considerable achievement to
have reached the nationals in itself.
Congratulations.
Freshman Lea Spruance, # 3
player, has played squash competitively as a junior. Her experience showed as she won her
first round match against Middlebury's H 2 player in five games.
Experience was not enough in the
next round, however, as she faced
the tournament's H 4 seed, Tracy

Ball of Yale; Lea was defeated in
three games. This moved her into
the Consolation 2 draw (for second
round losers; there was a third
consolation draw, a feed-in for
losers through the quarterfinals).
Lea faced Wesleyan's H 4 player
and battled her through three close
games, before completely outplaying her in the fourth, winning
16-15, 8-15, 15-13, 15-4. Now into
the quarterfinals, Lea continued
the pattern, only more convincingly, as she downed her
Dartmouth opponent 12-15, 15-12,
15-12,15-1! She plays her serai-final
match on Sunday.
Throughout the season, Zerline
Goodman has been quietly
destroying her opponents at the
H 2 position. The seeding committee of the nationals did not
recognize just how dominating she
was, yet, they know now. In her
first round, Zerline simply overpowered her Wellesly opponent,
15-3, 15-7, 15-10. She proceeded to
do the same to her University of
California foe. In the next round, it
was a different story. Zerline faced
the tournament's If 3 seed, Susan
Rose of the University of
Washington.

sensation Nbift-PorteMr.y, #1 pl»>er,
tournament.
*

i*a*Spru»u»ce-(i.)rl 3 piepsre for upcoming1

The match was a battle of
strength, shot-making, and, unfortunately, excess physical
contact, as Zerline was the victim
of her opponent's ball and racket.
The stakes were high, and Zerline
summoned all her toughness; she
won 11-15,18-17, 14-15, 15-9,15-13,
in one of the best matches of the.
tournament. Darthmouth's # 1
player, Jenny Toolin, was simply no
match for the confident Goodman,
who downed her 3-0. Zerline faces
Jane Giammattei, the H I .seed, in
the "semi-finals.- Whatever' the
outcome, Zerline is to be

congratulated for an outstanding
season, and an outstanding finish in
the nation's top four!
Finally, Nina Porter, Trinity's
§ 1 player, also reached the semifinals. Nina had only one loss all
season, to Princeton's Joni
McGuire; she was undefeated at
the Howe Cup, beating national
seeds Ball, Pierce, and Joni
McGuire. By virtue of her
distinguished record, Nina was
seeded second in the tournament,
behind Giammattei, who defeated
her in December at the intercollegiate invitational. In her
first round, Nina completely
outplayed her Franklin and
Marshall opponent, winning 3-0.
She lost one game to her Harvard
foe, but was clearly the superior
player, and the outcome was never
in doubt.
In the next round she faced
Princeton's
tough
Patrice
McCorinell. While Zerline was
battling Rose on one court, Nina
was locked in a tight struggle with
McConnell; and Nina was also hit
by her opponent too often. Despite
a blow to the head, Nina prevailed
in five games, winning 15-13 in the
fifth. In the quarter final, Nina
faced Connie Pierce, last year's H 3
finisher, for the third time this
season. Nina was simply too
talented for her low hitting opponent. Her boasts and corners,
combined with excellent rails,
brought her a 16-13, 15-12, 15-5
victory. She now faces Kris Kinney
(the # 8 seed) from Princeton, who
defeated the tournament's H 4
seed, Ball, in the semifinals. Ninahas a great chance Hot the
championship; she is clearly the
finest woman squash player. Trjnity
has ever seen. The final results will
appear in next week's Tripod.
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Hoopster's Record is Best in History of Trinity Sports
by Anthony Ffechetti

Coutu has provided some muchneeded scoring punch of late, as
the junior forward has rebounded
from almost a season and a half of
frustrating injuries to take a vital
place in the team's scoring attack.
Behind Coutu's 10 first half points,
and Rapp's 7, Trinity entered the
Jocker room holding a 33-27 advantage.
Trinity came out on fire to open
the final 20 minutes, reeling off 8
straight points before Wesieyan
could find the range, and assumed
a 41-27 lead with 14 minutes left in
the game. Rapp was instrumental
in the binge, scoring 4 of his gamehigh 15 points, along with Dave
Wynter, and John Meaney, who
also tallied in the streak.
The Bantams had to survive a
scoring drought, however, before
they could put their 21st victory
into the books, as the host scored
but 7 points in an 8 minute span
that allowed the Cardinals to
within 60-55 with just under 2
minutes left. The lead was cut
further to 60-57 a _ minute later
Under Coach Dan Doyle, who is before free throws by Bates and
co-npleting his third and final year " Meaney sealed Wes' fate.
at the varsity helm, the Bantams
have matured into a team that
Meaney followed Rapp with 14
relies on a number of players for its points for the game, while Coutu
power, and into an experienced contributed 13, and Bates added 10
floor unit with a knack for coming in the victory. Once again the
out on the long end of close games. Bantams were strong off the
The season finale was a case in
boards, out-rebounding their
poii't, as the oBants-broke out on
opponents, although the foul
top, and then maintained their
shooting 'left something to be
composure in vanquishing the * - desired for the third consecutive
visiting Cardinals for the third time
contest.
this year. Once gain it was a team
effort that proved the difference, as
Trinity now looks forward to the
the hosts placed four players in postseason tournament, although
double figures, thereby preventing at press time the remaining three
the Cards from keying on the teams had yet to receive bids. The
team's top two scorers, center Carl action will begin Friday night with
Rapp, and guard Jim Bates.
a doubleheader, with the hosting •
After spotting Wesieyan a short- and number-one seeded Bantams
lived 14-10lead, Trin came alive, as drawing number four team as its
a Jim Callahan jumper, and two opponent. The championship game
Roger Coutu hoops capped a 9-0 is slated for Saturday evening, with
scoring tear that gave the hosts a the third-place consolation game
lead they would never relinquish. preceding.
The Men's Varsity Basketball
Team closed out its most successful
season ever by defeating Wesieyan
at the Ferris Athletic Center on
Friday evening, 64-61. The victory
provided the Bantams with a final
record of 21-3, as the team now
gears for the F.CAC playoffs,
which commences this Friday.
News came in last week that
Trinity had not only qualified for
the postseason tournament, but
had been seeded number one in the
four team tourneyi and had been
elected to host the proceedings.
This has been a precedentsetting year for the Trinity
basketball team, as the program for
the first time .garnered national
recognition by earning a place in
the nation's Division III top twenty
ratings, along with a number one
ranking as the country's best
Division III defensive basketball
team. The latest polls placed the
BantSms in the fourteenth slot
nationally, along with a number
four New England rating.

Junior Carl Rapp towers over his Wesieyan opponent in aiding his team to their best record ever.
The final record of the Men's Varsity Basketball surpasses the
record of any sport, formal or informal, in the history of Trinity
sports.
The past season ECAC Tournament will begin Friday in the
Ferris Athletic Center at 5:30 p.m. tfl ranked Massachusetts Maritime,
18-7, will play #3 ranked Amherst, 13-7, At 7:30 the #1 ranked
Bantams, 21-3, will confront #4 ranked Eastern Connecticut State
College, 16-9. The final will be on Saturday at 2:00 p.m. Unfortunately, there will be no consolation game. There will be an admission
fee at the door, $3.00 for adults and $1.50 for students. The funds
raised will go to improve the program and its facilities, so come out
and support the Bants.

Rags to Riches
After an uninspiring season captains Keryn Grohs and Dan
plagued by injuries, the Trinity Schlenoff then placed foil subCollege Fencing Team took the stitute Ed Sharp, who had been
New England Competitions by held in reserve, into the empty
storm and brought home the gold. sabre slot.
Trinity took first place among
Mr. Sharp added four unexthe ten New England teams pected victories as the rest of the
assembled at Brandeis University team slowly pushed Trinity into the
on Saturday, including such lead. At one point falling to third
schools as -Brown, UConn, place, at another, caught in a three
UMaine, and UMass, Trinity's way tie for second, the Bantams
powerful performance amazed found themselves only two bouts
several of the teams present who shy of top-ranked UMaine at the
had beaten Trinity during the start of the final round.
regular season.
This final round set Trinity
The Bantams started with a team against the seasoned fencers of the
of five (one short of the normal six) University of Massachusetts. The
because sabre fencer Tim Martin Bantams' hope for victory lay in a
was out with an injury; this loss 'strong showing in the final round,
forced Trinity to forfeit four bouts coupled with a defeat for the
in the opening rounds. By the noon University of Maine. By the time of
break, however, foil fencer the Bantams' final bout, the
Vladimir Dimanshteyn realized University of Maine had dropped 4
that he would be able t» finish the bouts, putting them into a tie. with
,, Competitiont despite .pain fro.'m a Trinity .for firsLplace'. Co-cantain'
recent -shoulder operation.. Co-.
continued on page iS
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Qualifying Grapplers Have Winning
Dual Meet Records
Though the overall team record
might not show it, the Bantam
Wrestling squad had a fairly
.successful year. Of its scheduled
meets this season, Coach Mike
Darr's men were able to best
Bridgeport and- Williams, Three
grapplers were able to qualify for
the New England Tournament and
these same three Had winning dual
meet records.
Leading the sophomores on the
team was Frank Caskin. Caskin
had a dual meet record of 7 wins, 4
losses and possessed an overall
record of 9 and 7. The 134 pounder
qualified for the New England
Tourney and took 3rd place' in the
UCONN Tournament.'
Mike Howe was almost as
successful. Wrestling in the 142
pound weight division, Howe had a
6 and 5 tally for dual meets and was
6-9 for the season overall. Howe
qualified for the New Englands
where he lost to the first seed by a
margin.of 18-14.
Junior Glenn McLellan had the
most prosperous season for the
Bantams. The heavyweight went
12-3 for the season, which included
an 8-1 dual meet record. McLellan
took first in the UCONN Tournament and went 2-2 in the New
Englands. Perhaps he would have
done better had he not injured his ..

ankle the week before the tourney.
During the course of the year,
McLellan also set a school record
when he pinned an opponent in 31
seconds.
Sophomore Wat Stearns w,ent 110 overall, while fellow classmate'
Peter Miller werit 0^t and freshman
Ned Ide went 0-4. All three were
wrestling for the first time as
Trinity matmen and it is hoped that
the year of experience will aid
them next season.
Sophomore Sean Darby was

forced out of competition this year
because of a series of separated
shoulders. Doug Amster was
likewise prevented from wrestling
due to a pre-season injury,
The dedication of the few
members the team possessed was
one of the things which carried the,
team through the year. The team
felt that another contributing
factor was the invaluable help they
received from volunteer coach
Nick Martin.

Rapini Competes
by Bruce Zawodniak
head coach Rick Hazelton noted,
Sophomore shotputter Dom "I think the experience of parRapini competed in' the New ticipating in a big meet will help
England Division III indoor track Dom. He still has the outdoor
and field championships last season and the outdoor NewSaturday and finished with a 7th Englands which he has already
place throw of 43'3". Qualifying for qualified for." Rapini also had
the meet with a 45'9" throw in a praise for weight Coach Phil
previous contest, Dom com- Kearney who has been a big help in
mented, "I'm in better condition his suggestions and analysis of the
'
,.
this year. I have a more mature .soph's techniques.
"Both the Men- and Women's
attitude toward training and I've
oriented my workouts specifically Outdoor Track and Field teams
toward the shot put."
have begun their respective
Even though Rapim did not have seasons. Any interested' parhis best .throw at the Cham- ticipants may contact Head Coach
pionships' held" .at Bates College, Rick Hazelton.
•' '

